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Murray High School Band and Pep Squad
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You Won't Be
Slighted!
If you haven't been asked for
a contribution to the War Fund
. .
Drive, don't feel slighted
You'll be asked, as we were today,
by a belated group of workers.
The Drive is still on and will continue until after Thanksgiving, or
until a sufficient ,amount of money
has been' raised to meet the county
assessment, says Lester Nanney,
chairman.
The committee called on the
Ledger and Times Wednesday .
So don't
and got the money . .
pout, you're time is coming!

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DA

Mrs. Betty Haley
Dies at Her Home
November 14

Vol. XV; No. 47

g.

Tigers To Meet Paris On
Gridiron Thanksgiving

Mrs. Elizabeth W. Haley known
to her many friends as "Miss Betty", died at the home of her
FOURTEEN YEAR RECORD
daughter, Mrs. Henry Erwin on 1931 Murray
0 Paris
West Poplar street early Wednes- 1932 Murray . 6 Paris
day morning after several months 1933 Murray
12 Paris
13
of failing health.
1934 Murray
20 Paris
Born on Christmas day in the 1935 Murray
12 Paris
I
Sock end Buskin will open the
year 1856 in Marshall county, she 1936 Murray
7 _Paris
0
dramatic season at Murray State
was the daughter of the late Mr. 1937 Murray _ 7 Paris
6
The most delectable morsel ron
Friday night at 8:15 in the college
and Mrs. Tom Barber. She mar- 1938 H
0 Paris
Hurray
23 the
Thanksgiving Day afternoon,
auditorium when members present
ried J. E. Haley who preceded her 1939 Murray
0 Parts
program at Murray is the fifteenth
Appearing in the cast
"Janie".
in death
19
1940 Murray _ 7 Paris
annual gridiron classic between
Jack
will be several local persons.
I
A member of the Martiqs Chapel 1941 Murray _ 13 Paris
_
Murray High Tigers - and Grave
Wolfe will play the role of Mr.
13
_
Paris
faithful
1942
27
was
Murray
she
Methodist Church
High Blue, ,Dtvils of Paris, Tenn.,
Lavinia
ColbUrn, Janie's father.
_
health
Roils
1943
her
7
Murray
12
as
in attendance as long
which will get underway in the
Junes, a student at the Training
13 Paris
111 Murray High School Stadium at 2
She was t devoted 1944 Murrayy
permitted.
Mr. and Mrs. E. 1.. Steffy. Route
School will play the part of Ellswife and mother and a good rteigho'clock.
3, on the birth of a son Donald
beth. Janie's little sister. Barbara
PROBABLE STARTERS
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,
Shelton on November 14, weight bor.
If the weather Man permits fair
Bonner, also from Murray, will
She is survived by two daugh- Murray
Grove
Pos,
7 pounds, 4 ounces.
weather next Thtu-sday. November
play the part of Thelma Lawand Miss
Erwin
Henry
Mrs.
ters,
Bomar
or
Lochie
Foy„
William
22, the largest crowd ever to atrence. William Johnson. Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Ferguson, Stella Haley; one son. W. D. Haley;
Rehearsing for thes annual Tur- Marie Yarbrough, Berlene 'Knight. Gene Dunn,
Jennings tend this colorful classic. will be
I,E
Moser
carries one of the romantic leads. key game with Paris. Tenn., here Betty Lou McKeel, Quava Wicker, Fay Hen. Gene Hendon, Hazel New Concord, on the birth of a
Mer Hale
nephews.
three
and
nice
.one
Ctarlk
B.
LT
on hand to see this tilt. Geove
High Glenace Berka(y, Berdie Viten Col- Hood. Thomas Lee Hopkins, Bobby daughter Catherine Marie on No- 'daughter. Mrs. C. B. Ford, was
Others on the cast are: Betty November 22, the Murray
liooper or High
Lee Hutchens, Jimmy Jones. Mary Jane vember 13, weight 5 pounds, 11
will come to Murray, with an
Holland, as Mrs. Colburn; Carolyn School band and the girls' chorus son. Betty Glasgow, Anna
6.
November
here
buried
Emmons
Lel
Thoniaa
Kennedy, Jimmie Klapp, Noble ounces.
impressive record in West TennesItleLson as Janie; Marvin- Prince make ready for the final • football Crass, and Joann Shroat.
will be conservices
Funeral
Richardson see play.
Reading from right back: Joann Knight. Jimmie Love: Gene Looms, Pvt and Mrs. Hook, Golden ducted this (Thursday) afternoon'
and Della Jenkins as Rodney and game of the season.
or Brier
Baker
Bill Hampton, Pond, on the birth of a son. James
Final Game for Six Tigers
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Hendon. Jackie Ann Maddox, Joann William McElrath,
Tins servantri in the Colburn
Martins Chapel with the
at
2:15
at
Sway- vie or
Melugin,
Carivn
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Jean
.Don
5
Todd,
weight
11,
abide
Taylor, on November
Six seniors on the Murray grid
home; Jack Vincent in the role of director, is hoping for a sunny day St. • John.
Rev. C. A. Rigors in charge. Burial Thurman
Kennon
NG
Wil-Parker,
Tommy
Levenia
Orr.,
Vester
Wisehart,
pounds, 9 ounces.
the suave and. debonair John Van next Thursday in order that the than, Jeanne
will be in the. church cemetery.
Waif team will be playing their final
RT
Wilson
Bar- liam Thomas Parker. Janot Smith
Mr and Mrs. Melton Ray on the
game as Tigers. They are: Brown,
Brunt: girl friends of Janie's Paula band in shiny gold and black unie Wimberly. Jacqueline Wear.
Kean
Alexander
RE
Gene
_Wear,
Nancy
Starks,
birth of IA son Fred Melton on
,kne, end;.Ly
Rainey Botsy Bottom), Bernadine forms and the beautiful girls in bara Downs. Mary Elizabeth Sykes. Donald
- guard; Thornee
Manning.
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It.
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Williams,
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Joan Love,
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Mr and Mrs. Bernard Bell on
Bands of both schools will put
Janie's boy friends Scooper Nolan is•reported that they have special Roberta, Sarah
Hunter
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on colorful exhibitions for the anand Dick Lawrence as played by numbers and stunts for the oc- Chrystaline Cunningham, Ann Vae ridge, Bill Parks, 7ameS Mason the birth of a daughter. Gail Lashlee, on November 3.
Hart. and Bobbie Sue Orr.
The' Mugray High
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First Woman Sheriff
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Next
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Polly: Gene All- sey on the birth- of a son. William
Takes Over Calloway
the occasion with their excellent
Billy Brooks and Bill Wilson as white--left row, reading from front from left front are: Thomas Ad- Smith. Lee Roy
Times will be lprinted Wednesams. Clegg Austin. Ted Barnett, Joe britten, drum major; Phyllis Farm- Vance. on November 2.
maneuvers at the inte—r7nission.
soldiers and George Cash as Mickey beck are:
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of
day night Instead
Calloway County has its first
Mr. and Mrs. Garmon G. ChrisMurray High will go into the
of the U.S Navy, Poodgie. friend
Janettf Farmer, Jean Spann. Ed. Blalock, James Bondurant, Rudy er, Betty Lou Beech, Edna Earl
cususual
morning as is the
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fray with a season record of 5
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licity. Miss Elaine Mitchell, Mur- Watson are the owners of the
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Grove Season Record
Street Motors located on East ningham, 44. who died Monday at tinue her duties at the Training
ray, is in charge of lighting.
will do the arresting of law-bi:eakowned a local hospital were held Tues- School. Miss battle Venable has
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"Janie", a hilarious comedy hit Main street. and formerly
ers?" was the question asked Mrs. Grove 19
Lowery day afternoon at the Church of
Ripley 25
An interesting new business Is
been employed to teach art in the
on Broadway and in Hollywood. is by Talmon Winchester and
Kingin.s Wednesday. She rephrii Grove 19
have the franchise Christ with Bro. Harold Watson of- City High SchooL
Bruceton 6
Mlas Venable •11 townao'lt is the Bargain Store
scheduled to appear in Murray Parker, They
and will ficiating. 'atrial was in Elm Grove Is a graduate of Murray Stole locuted in the basement i f the 'The Form Bureau banquet- will that she had good help to aid her Grove 32
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widow, in outstanding schools before corn- and operated by Mrs. Jeff AllHumboldt 7
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Survivors include his
set for the opener boasts archways end
Milan 0
britten. The place specializes in cording to Rudy Hendon. president Jones.
Grove 25
Mr Patton and Mr Watson are one daughter, 'airline Cunning- tog to Murray.
and a built-in bookcase with all
terms
two
served
has
Kingins
Mr.
Bureau
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Calloway
the
of
Union City 0
selling•used articles, and is doing
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and
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executive
Stanford,
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J.
McKenzie 19
Grove 20
a nice business.
living room of "Janie's" home. many friends who are glad they ningham, Camp Blanding, Fla.; FUNERAL HELD FOR
first of the year. the office will
Cunningham MARSHA RUTH BRANDON
Mrs. Allbritten, the mother of tary of the State Farm Bureau the
The Blue Devils have piled up an
Members of Sock and Buskin nave have returned to Calloway to en- four brothers. Vernon
winner
Patterson,
Wendell
to
go
spoken
has
He
and Dennis Cunningham, both of
two children. Sonny, nine, and will be the speaker.
impressive total of 172 points to
gage in business.
built the set
here at the annual banquet and is in the recent election. Mr. King- 76 for their opponents this year.
Clarence Cunningham
Funeral services were held Men- Jacquline Ann. 16 months ,is the
Tickets are on sale from any
Mr Patton. Ottis to homefolks, Hamlin, and
in
headquarter,.
have
will
enterins
of Con- day for Marsha Ruth Brandon, 30- daughter of Mrs L. A. Erwin. She considered one of the most
They have 80 first downs to their
member of Sock and Buskin or worked an Memphis with an insur- and Frances Cunningham
taining 'speakers ever invited here. Murray.
credit as compared with 65 for the
rrionths-old daughter of Mr. and resides in her place of bu-aness
they may be purchased at the ance company until 1933 when he cord.
opposition.
Ser- and supervises her home in the
Mrs. John Brandon, Almo
door. On-lookers at rehearsals say returned to his farm north of
On the ground, the Paris powervices and burial were held at the same location. The baby daughter
From that Wins In Fayette
that "Janie" should be one of the Kirksey until 1941.
house has rolled forward for 1289
LOUISVILLE. Ky.. Nov. 6--John Friendship church with Rev. D wait crowned Mum Calloway Counmost "harum-scarum merriments" date he was employed as mechanty in a recent baby contest conyards from scrimmage to 1009 for
of the dramatic year at Murray ic at Viola. He is married to the Young Brown, Fayette County Dem- W. Long officiating.
otter teams In the air. the JelksMr. Brandon, who is in the U. S. ducted by the young people of the
former Miss Bessie Swann, daugh- ocrat and veteran Kentucky legislaState.
men have • tossed passes good for
ter of Will Swann. Lynn Grove. tor, was elected to the State House Armed service, is thought to be on First- Christian Church.
424 yards, and have held hapless
t•
his way home from overseas.
Station.
They have an attractive daughter, of Representatives today.
Service
The Taxi 138. for 32 years in the City
on the other side of the line
Sawyer Begins Series of
Zann. They reside at 405 North
Mr. Cohoon .the son of Euclid heavers
hands of Burnett Waterfield, who
gains of 88 yards. (All
total
to
from
Sunday Night Sermons
Fourth street.
returned
rePently
Cohoon, has
has furnished transportation Detroit. He is married to Miss statistics were totaled before the
Mr. Watson has many friends and
Rev Braxton B Sawyer, pastor through two World Wars, changed Billie Jones, the daughter of Mr. Grove-Brownsville tilt November
For the winter months the First relatives in this county, and he
of the First Baptist Church, began hands this week, and is now own- and Mrs. Harry Jones.
Church will dispense
on the Graves
Christian
Bobby Vaughn. Greve Ace
a series of seven special Sunday ed by L. J. Hill and Vernon CoMr. Waterfield. when questioned
with the regular Sunday evening lv
ca°"11
(:inl(s(vinay fro,'
A quick look at the wheel-horses
night sermons last Sunday cover- hoon,
what he would do,' state that he
worship services and instead a sidered a success in agriculture
an the Blue Devil lineup shows
ing the entire book of Revelation.
Mr Hill who resides in Hazel would devote the next few months
Sunday afternoon litesper service and livestock. He is married to
He has announced the following has been in Detroit until this year to building a home at 12th and first and foremost Bobby Vaughn,
will be conducted at 5 o'clock. the former m41 Agnes Kemp,
I65-pound right half who is a •
subjects one of which will be de- when he returned to operate the Main Streets.
Each service will feature worship. daughter of Mr and Mrs Clint
triple-threat man on anybody's
livered at 7.30 gem each Sunday
special music and meditation. Fol- Kemp of the Colelwater Road. They
Mio Margaret Elizabeth Billing'- tun of North Seventh street. and night: '
broken
grid. His swiv.el-hipped
lowing the _Vesper service, the have a littleedaiighter.,Jacifie Lou. ton 73, died at the horns' of her C. C., Jimmie., Henry. Marvin all
•
held running, bullet passes, and
November If& ...Ville• netters to
their
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have
Hamilton
on
will
reside
They
people
young
son. Marvin Billington, of Route 1, of this county, Alvis of Detroit. the Seven Churches-. December 2,
spiraling left-footed punts have de.
Christian Youth Fellowship meetThese young men invite their Wednesday morning after several Rev. Dallas Billington, well-known
cided the outcome of more games
—The Seven Seals"! December D.
ings.
friends an dothers to call to see, months illness which came as the minister, Woodrow and Calvin Billthan opposing teams like to think
-The Seven Trumpets"; December
The public is cordially invited to them at their place of business.
result of a broken hip.
ington of Akron-, 0; four daugh- 16, "The Seven Bowls"; December
about.
each
services
attend these Vesper
•
A native of Graves county, she ters. Mrs Herman Williams, Route V. -The Final Judgment'', Janhonors are'
Sharing -backfield
Sunday afternoon.
was married to J. W. Billington
Mrs. W. G Sullivan of Mayfield. uary 6, "The New Heaven and the
Stanley Cooper, 'left half, Big Bill
who preceded her In death, and in Mrs. Herman Towery, Detroit, and New Earth",
Cronin, hard-driving quarterback:
this county they lived arid reared Mrs Ed Cook of Akron.
Buddy Hunter. ge6und-gairiang fullEveryone is cordially invited to
a family of 13 children, all living.
Lawrence Wells, col- back; and substitutes Ralph' ManThree commonwealth cases were not guilty
There are 33 grandchildren, two attend these services.
two sons bring minister of the gos- of whom are Owen and Guy Billtried, five indictments returned, and ored, charged with the wilful mur- ning, Jimmy Brice. Bobby Collins,
She was a devoted member ington of this city and sons of
Dr Frank L. McVey, Kentucky pel
He nr on Jack Sparks. and Has Bilbre_y.
five divorces were granted in the der of Laurene Crouse
Miller
Viola
Mrs.
On Saturday afternoon T-Sgt. War Fund
that
held
chairman, said
of the Baptist Church and
Grove's forward wall has imfirst three days of circuit court bond and the date of trial has not
Rev. and Mrs D W. • Billingt••n. Renews For L & T.
Henry Doran. recently discharged Kentucky has missed $1,008.062. or membersrhip at Sugar Creek. She Rex, n•tv.) in
Eugene.
service.
here, according to the records in been assigned - Homer Boren was preyed 'with each- game and has
.
—vconbbx
a
placed
Army,
the
(reap
71 5 per cent of its goal in the was a faithful wife and mother Helen, Betty, James Driel and
Mrs Viola Miller. 82 years. a the circuit court clerk's office. The indicted for unlawfully taking an exceeded Coach Jelks' 'fondest OK, Mining some new civilian wearing drive to finance National War and her friends were numbered by Rosalie children of Mr. and Mrs reader of the Ledger & Times three weeks term of court 17s-an automobile that belonged to J. A. pectation. Austin Moody, Marshall
He
car.
wrong
apparel in the
such as U.S.O., her acquaintanc.
agencies
Fund
Jim Billington of this county. Hu- many years,' renewed her subscrip- unusual number of equity and ap- McCord. He entered a plea of not Bomar, and' Vernon Kean are the
came at once to the L. & T. of- U.S.0 -Camp Shows and Refugee
She is survived by nine sons ton (in service). ,Mason Con.. Mrs. tion Tuesday. She says she can't pearances set. Jucfge Ira D Smith. guilty. He is in jail and his case best bets at end. Alternate Ciepfor
asking
ad
fice and placed an
one of wham 'Is Rev. D. W. Billing-- Treva Holland, Mrs. Mildred Wells, set along without the paper to in- Hopkinsville, is presiding on the Is sel for today. Relief.
tain Virgil Wail and Clark are
the return of the package
Divorces have been granted, pro- the starting tackles who seldom
bench, and John T King. Cadiz,
Mr. Hayden Morris: Mrs Irene form her of all the happenings.
was
On Monday before the ad
The guard
commonwealth attorney and Joe vided the final records are com- need replacements
Newton. children of Mr and Mrs
run the box was returned to our
filled
two-clesep by
are
Weeks, county attorney, ate prose, pleted, to: 0. C. Foster and No- spots
Marvin Billington; Mrs. Florence Telephone Meeting At
office by Miss Ira Lee Hutson Of
C. E. Ritter. court re- vice Foster; Thomas Breach and Hooper' and Emmons at left and
cuting.
Barnett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs New Contord Nov. 24
Paris, Tenn., who while visiting
porter for more than 25 years. was Opal C Broach. W. Franklin Col- Swayne and Kennon at right guard.
Henry Billington; Vernon a
relatives at e local hospital had
Bo Peter has been
Freshman
Telephone unable to attend court. Mrs. Mary son and Virginia Kate Colson:
Vermon, sons of Mr.`anerlili-S7
Blood River
The
parked her car on the South side
win ilillindton of Akron; Charles Company' will have a meeting at V Hanratty of Hopkinsville, is Richard C. Denton and Mary Vir- seeing a lot of action in the cenof the square, and who found the
ginia Denton; Ruth Johnson and ter slot after Charlie Davis, first
(in service), son of Rev. and Mrs New Concord High School build- reporting the cases.
home.
There are soldiers, wounded and be given, since the hospitals fur- Dallas Billington of Akron; Bobby
1110X in her car after reaching
stringer. was benched 'because of
William Ti: Wilson was tried by Cuthbert Johnson.
24 at 9 a m/to disNoyember
ing
750 who are in hospital beds nish those as a routine the year Joe and Pattie Nell. children of
She made a special trip to MurThe petit jury list is composed a pulled neck muscle. Also helpelect officers for the jury on a charge of child deand
plans
cuss
at Camp Campbell and will be round.
ray to try to find the owner.
ing out at center is Dick RichardMr. and Mrs. Woodrow Billington anothet year,. according to C. R. sertion, to which he plead guilty. of the following men:
The package was returned to the there Chriltmas. Because of that
The. value of the gifts should be of Akron, 0; Mrs. Leine.
, Morris, Stubblefield, president
J. Carvel Houston. Festus Story. son. husky 165-pounder
He was given a sentence of one
owner and now every one is hap- fact and through the kindness of a minimum retail value of not less Aubrey William, children of Mrs.
Tigers Strengthened
West, , Wes B. Lipford.
year in the penitentiary with pro- Owen
the civilian hearts, the American
Tfle past couple' of games have
py.
Herman Williams of Akron; Gen- J. T. Hughes, Tremon Beale bationary opportunities of contrib- George Rhea. Zollie Norsworthy.
$1.00.
than
Calasking
is
Council
fled Cross
uting $35.00 per month to the child. Kenton Miller, Spencer Edwards, seen the Tigers vastly improved
eva, Billie. and Paul Sullivan. chil- Deacons 31 Years
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son. .
season' Lee Ross Melugin.
troit, son of Mrs Herman Towery. Sunday to J. T Hughes and Tre- ing. was filed away with leave to Preston Stubblefield, Milton Work- the
According to Dewey Ragsdale, the end of the tie tape a very Mayfield; Edward (in etevice, MarAfter being cashier of the Kenman. Jesse Hughes. Gatlin Clop- fullback, is back in the lineup and
who have served as reinstate.
Beale
mon
attached
be
sticker
should
narrow
Christtucky Bank & Trust Company at chairman of (his council.
Trease, evidently will be "ready" for the- Jesse Kinley. charged with ma- ton. Cleo Bucy. Melon
garet, Virginia Mae, James, Bon- deacons of the First Baptist Church
Madisoneille for the past Oven mas gifts should be composed of showing''II) the contents of the nie, and Marlene, children of
game. Thurman, guard.
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the
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years, EdWin D. Bartlett has re- luxury Items like bill folds, leath- parcel
Cook of Akron.
community ac- Ordered to leave the state, and Tiney Shackelford. A. P. Slaugh- has recoverd from several weeks'
Ed
and
business
in
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Before
illness which will add to the Mursigned to devote his attention to er picture frames, cigarette cases. value of the present.
the court ruled that his case be ter, Otis, Harrison.
There are 22 gteat grandchil- tivities here.
Pass folds, good new books. good package is delieered the end of
business interests.
ray defensive.power ,Coach HolThe grand Jury includes:
dren.
off thereHe will be succeeded by C. I. -handkerchiefs (white or tan), good the tie will be clipped
Leon Chambers. Chas, Waters:' land expects his squari to be in
Indictments were returned TuesHARRY JENKINS IMPROVED
Funeral services will be conduct0„..This I
Henry. superintendent of the May- stationery, good shaving lotion. by removing the sticker.
Thomas Brown wfio Laney Morris, Chu/de Miller, Al- first class shape for the annuak
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Richardson
Harry
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Hampton from an illness that cenfined him is charged with stealing a type- bert Lassiter. foreman, ID. B. Mc- clash as most of the
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soldierk.
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The Ledger
Congratulates

L.& T. To Be Printed
Wedne3day Night
Next Week

Main Street Motors
Ha.s New Owners

John Rowlett
Ivan Cunningham Mrs.
Resigns at Murray
Funeral Is Held

Interesting New
Business In Town

Annual,Farm Bureau
Banquet Is Set For
November 23

138 Taxi Under Same Management
For 32 Years in City, Changes Hands

Vesper Services at
First Christian

MRS. J. W. BILLINGTON MOTHER OF
13 LIVING CHILDREN DIES WEDNESDAY.
FUNERAL TO BE THIS AFTERNOON

CIRCUIT COURT HAS THREE BUSY
DAYS IN THREE-WEEK TERM THAT
OPENED HERE MONDAY MORNING

Kentucky Has Raised
Service Man Loses $1,008,062 War •Fund
Civilian Clothes

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS NEEDED FOR
CAMP CAMPBELL HOSPITAL VETERANS
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Game Scheduled
For 2 O'clock In
Murray Stadium
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-Rattle For Leg on Trophy
Both elevens will be battling to
gaie a leg on the Paris Post-Intelligencer-Murray Ledger and Timre,
tContinued from Page 11
The trophy was first oftrophy
Working on a stronger pass and fered in 1942 at which time the
running defense
Captain Furger- Tigers took possession of the award
son will be about it his peak for with a 27-13 victory at Paris. In
thc Turirey Day clash and along'. 1943 Parts came through with a
with Giles. Purdom. and Meltlerfn 12-7 win in Murray to keep the
The next year
in . the backfield, Coach Robert trotihy a year
Jelks and Captain Bobby Vaughn 1944 saw the Hollandmen again
of the Grove stronghold are los- taking possession of the beautiful
ing na time in prepping for the I award by handing the Blue Devils
a 13-0 setback at Paris. The firre
,highlight of their season's play.
To make. the Turkey Dtiy tilt the team to win three consecutive Turmore delectable. the game next key Day games will become the
. Thursday will be the fifteenth in permanent owner of the award
the series with Pens and the Tigeis
Ty Holland. who has guided the
will attempt to run their number I destinies of latUrray High athlete;
of wins to 9 White Paris will be! for the past 16 years and has a
after win 7.1n the series.
brilliant record with grid teams of

TIGERS TO PLAY

Shop At

PURDOM HARDWARE
FOR

CRITICAL ITEMS

.naa
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• Electric Hot Plates

• Pressure Cookers
•

Electric Heaters

• Electric Broilers
• Electric Vaptrixer
• Metal Wagons
• Metal Scooters
• Galvanized Buckets
• Galvanized

Garbage Cans

• Milk Pails and Buckets
• Aluminum Ware
• Enamelware

Watch for our CHRISTMAS OPENING
around the last of the month.
Lots of nice toys and gifts.

Purdom Hardware Co.
Exclusive Dealers For
Westinghouse Electrical Appliances
Warm Morning Heaters
Shellane Gas

this school with 110 wins, 46 defeats. and 9 ties, is of the opinion
That the Parisians will bring a
strong and determined grid machine here next ThUrsziay and will
be out to scalp the Tigers in na
Uncertain way
!to lie Gaines In Series
In the 14 game series to date
It is Interesting to note that there
have been no tie games played.
Murray has whitewashed Grove
6 times and the Blue Devils have
goose-egged the Tigers 3 times.
The Tennesseans have accounted
for the highest score during the 14game loop when they hung up a
33-0 win in '38 In 1934 the Hallendmen managed to run up a
20-0 score on trove.
Paris 134 Petals, Surrey 111
It is noted that during the 14game series. Paris has amassed a
total of 134 points while the Tigers
have piled up 131.
Home Fields Are a Jinx
The -home fields" for both clubs
have apparently been lined with
"black cats" and "witches" as
Murray and Paris have only won
twice each on their home fields
during the past 14 years.
At Murray
1931-Paris 12. Murray 0
1932._Paris 13. Murray 12
•1935---Paris 0. Murray 12
1937-Paris 7, Murray 6
1939 Paris 26. Murray 0
•1941--Paris 0. Murray 13
1943-- Paris 12. Murree 0'
At Paris
1932--Murray 6. Paris 0
1934--Murray 20. Paris 0
1936.--Murray 7, Paris 0
•1938--Murray 0. Paris 33
•1940_Murray 7, Paris 19
1942_Murray 27, Paris 13
1944-Murray 13, Paris 0
'Games wen on home field
Last year at Paris. the Murray
Tigers 1'4 by Captain Ed Shrnat.
registered 15 first downs to Paris'
4. The Murrayans' runnikg atteck
gained 165 yards to Grove's 45 The
'Neu' passing -attack gained 45
yards while the Blue Devils took
'" •
55 yards through the air.
•
Reserve Seat Tickets
Reserve seat tickets will go on
sale Monday morning at Wallis
Drug store, officials said. Persons
buying their tickets in advance
will get a reserve seat ticket at no
advance in price which will be
I
75 cents plus tie. A ticket at the
5
gate next Thursday will cost 7.
cents plus tax but will not admit
Yoh to the reserve section. It is
predicted that tickets will "go like
hot cakes- and if you with a choice
seat it will be wise to buy early
Murray High School officials
said that although scools in this
area are charging $1.00 OT more for
general admission and $1.25 for reserve feat tickets. that the nomisel
sum of 75 cents- plus tax woud 415e
charged for the annual Turkey
Day classic.
Trimble county farmers selling
eggs on a graded basis are receiving premium prices of 4 to 6 cents

EXPERIENCE
This is an establishment that has been in
business many years ...

An institution whose reputation for service remains
unchallenged, The list of those families that have
given to us the honor of serving them is impressive;
old familierof good standing, made up of individuals who demand perfection, place their trust
in

CALLOWAY MONUMENT COMPANY

will be handled with all the tact and
utest detail,
_ .
4
dignity that is due the occasion.

Calloway
Monument Co.
t I

McCI.AIN

Pvt, Edward Phillips. 19 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Phillips. Route 7, is home with a discharge. He was drafted July 16,
1944. and trained at Camp Robinson, Ark., before going overseas,
where he served in the European
Theater of Operations. On January 24. 1945. he was wounded in
action in Belgium. His brothers,
Cpl. Mozelle Phillips, Sgt. R J.
Phillips. and Seaman Joe Phillips.
are in the service.
T-Sgt. Nevis Pate, son of Mrs.
Popie Pate, received his discharge
at Camp Atterbury, Ind., Thursday,
November 8. He is a veteran of
the famous 38th "Cyclone" Division who served in -the South
Pacific his last base being on Luzon. Prior to his service in the
South Pacific, Sgt. Pate served
two and a half yearsein- the Aleuwas
Islands. T-Sgt. Pate
tian
drafted in April. 1941, and his
brother. James Pate, was killed in
action. He is ttie brother of Mrs.
Ott; Valentine.
FORT LEWIS, WASH.-John D.
Galloway, Route 2. Murray. Ky.,
was honorably discharged from the
service, officials at the Separaefon Center have anaounced today.
CHICAGO. 111, - Noble Allen
Vasseur, seaman, second class, 101
South 3rd street, Murray. Ky., can
claim a share in one of the most
outstanding records of the war
while' serving With Fleet Air Wing
One, whose record in the final
phases of the conflict now is being
released by the Navy.
The newly announced details of
ehe wing's record -show that it sent
more than 175.000 tons. of Jap shipping to the bottom with its Marand Privateer
iner. Coroqado
planes, damaged at least that Much
more tonnage, and shot down
more than 40 enemy planes.
SAN DIEGO. Calif., Lt. his'
Gearge E. Overbey, Sr.; 707 Olive
street. Murray. Ky 'land other
men serving on the "Magic Doermat", otherwise known officially
as the USS 1ST 1139. have come
home after scoring two firsts despite the fact she got into the Pacific too late to'see any battle action.
The "Magic Doormat- was the
fait landing craft to hit the beach
in Aspan, and the first of the
'armada of 1ST, to comp back to
the State:. carrying a fall load ef
M
civilian-bound sailor' and
rines
Though they didn't see bat!'
they astounded port officials
Guam by blandly announcing ti'•
could take 600 passengers on th ,
craft. intended to accommod
110, then, with the aid of passe •
gers. converted the LST into
troop earn,r within 36 hour's.
FIFTH AIR FORCE. TOKYO
Lt. William Milstein! James. h•
band of Julia James. Hazel. K
is returning to the United Sta'
after more than 11 months ov•
seas with the Fifth Air Fo•
!
Service Command, which
and maintains the Fifth Air
Lt. Jemes entered the army
April. 1941. and was commissie•
ed on gradcation from engines
school in 3.1/111.. 1942. He ca'
overseas in September, last yi
and had been serving as assiste
air engineer of the command
Prior to entering the
vice he was eimployed r
Southern Bell Telephone comp.,'
He is w graduate of Hazel la
school. and attended Draugh. •
Business college.
His parenesTMr and Mrs G.
Ion James. al4o reode in Haze'
T-Sgt Henry A. Doran, son
Mr and Mrs R E Doran. reeve.
trash-Vt. -Meade •
•his
October 28 and is at. the home
his parents. He was in. the.
vice '44 )'arc and spent -rre
months in-the European Theater
Operations He wears a pre-Pe
Harbor ribbon. E.T.0 ribbon
a Silver Star, Unit. Citation, e
(laed (-endure Modal

land, 0., after a two weeks visit
Lt. Commander Clifton Gibbs.
watt Mr Edwards parents, Mr.
son of Mr. and Mhs. Grover Gibbs,
and Mrs. Herman Edwards.
has been__discharged from the
Tambov, Fred Paschall,
B
O.
Mrs. Noah Hill is in Nashville,
Navy and lain Boston. Mass, visitGene Orr Miller ,and Joe Tom FosTenn., visiting her daughter, Miss
ing his wife and son Stephen.
ter visited 0. B. Turnbow, Jr.. FriLa Verne Hill.
Mrs. Hill will
Commander Gibbs served with the
day.
spend SE veral weeks with her
Navy for tour years and spent a
Calvin Orr 1,178st, Navy, visited daughter.
number of months III the South
te will go to Hunting- last week with his parents, Mr.
Pacific.
I
Baptist Missionary Society
ton. W. Va., the first of the year and Mrs. Henry West.
The Woman's Missionary Society
his
H
filled
Rev
Paschall
F
old
his
the
with
resume
job
to
of the Baptist church met Wedregular appointment at the Bap- nesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
G M.A.C.
Sunday
church
tist
the church and held their "Royal
PM Laverne Crouse, Route 2.
nd Mrs. H. a Neely spent Service" program, using the topic
Mr
Murray, received his discharge
from the Army at Fort Knox, No- sever: days laet week in Nash- for November: "God at Work on
eenn.. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Foreign Mission Fields." The pro•
vember 6.
gram follows:
Sgt. Junes
H. Cunningham, 0. L. Peeler.
Route 2. Murray. received his
Openingeesong, "We've A Story
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams and
discharge from the Army. at Feet daughter of near Murray attended to Tell to-The Nation:" the Bible
Knox, November 5
service s her. Sunday.
Study was given by Mrs. Paul
WCIlant T. Lawson. S I-e, Route
A number of the ladles
Mrs Lottie Huey visited ifr her Dailey
I. Murray. received has discharge sister. Mrs Luther Newton of took part in the discussion.
at Great Lakes, November 5,
Fulton last week.
prayer was given by Mrs L. J
John H. Arnold, 8 i-e, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S Herron and Hill
and Bat-en D. Johnson. CM 2-• daughter attended the funeral of
(CB), Atmo, received ,honorable their mother, Mrs. Tom Herron, at
discharges from Great Lakes No- Tt-ezevant, Tenn.; Priday.
vember 9
Mrs. Berdene Burchett and Miss
Leon S. Henry, BM 2-e (T), 710 Ruby Hinkley spent Sunday night
Monday. November 19, Penny
Poplar, Murray, Aron J. SALK% in Wildersville, Tenn,
Club will have an all day meetand
Dexter;
daughand
MI. John McLeod
CM 2-t (T) 1C151 VI.
ing in the home of Mrs Noah
W. C. Byers. 3 2-e (T), Hardin, re- ter Miss May Nelle returned SunWilliams
ceived their discharges•from Great day from Watertown, where they
Wednesday, November 21, Libvisited Mr and Mrs H. E StephLakes November 10.
erry Club will meet in the home
Sgt. Charles It, train is in the ens.
Kelly, Dumas Clanton. of Mrs Ott Holland
W. D
states after being in the European
Hazel
Friday, November 2
Theater for three years. He was Jimmie Fremon. Orville Jenkins.
in the heavy Automotive Mainte. Mr. and Mrs. Herburt MarsItall, Highway Club will meet
mice Division, arid is the son of and Mrs. Miller Marshall and Ws
Mrs. L. A. Erwin, 106 East Poplar. Claud Anderson attended the hi- (10
Cpl. Raiford Myers, son of Mr. neral of Mrs. Herron at Trezevant,
and Mrs. John W. Myers, Lynn Tenn.
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Miss Ruby
Grove, has received his honorable
discharge and is at the home of Blakley. Miss 'Eva Perry, Mrs. W.
his parents. Cpl. 'Myers entered B Milstead. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnthe service in April, 1941, and bow were in Paducah Tuesday.
F. Denham is quite sick at the
spent a number of months overseas. • He wears the American De- home of his daughter, Mrs. 13. N.
fense. Philippine Liberation, and White.
Mr. and Mrs. 'W. B. Milstead and
the Asiactic-Pacific ribbons with
Mrs. Paul Dailey and Paul, Jr..
six battle stars.
were in Paducah Friday.
Pte. -Laverne Cresme, son of Mn
Mrs I3erdine Burchett, of EvansLulie Crouse, received his disand is at the.home• of ville. Ind., is visiting Miss Ruby
charge
his mother. Pfc. .Crouse'hae been Blaktey
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss
in service three years and spent
rreee than two years in Italy. He Eva Perry. Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
years the E.TO. ribbon with four Turnbow were in St Louis, Mo..
last week.
battle stars.
Miss Edith Paschall, Memphis.
Cpl. Pete Farley received his
discharge at Camp Attie-bury this Tenn. was the week-end guest of
week and is :tt the home of his sis- her parents. Mr and Mrs. Toy Paster Mrs. Maynard Ragreiale. Cpl. chall.
Tommie Wilton is slowly improvFarley was in the service more
than three years. He spent 22 ing from an illness, ,
Mrs Lois Watertietd, - Misses Eva
moths in the Eurdpean Theatre
ai wears the pUrple Heart. the Perry and Maude Walker attended.
G. A Conduct Medal and th LTD the funeral- of Mrs Connie Ford,
a
Miss Madlyne Lamb was a guest
ribbon with five battle stars.
Leon S..• Henry. RM. 2-c. ar- of Mrs. Mildred Jones, Wednesday,
Lt. M 13 Edwards, and wife
rived Sunday morning after rean honorable discharge and baby have returned to Cleveceiving
November 10 at Great Lakes. He
Thirty-two month
is looting fine and enjoying' be- arid 16 days
ing at home
He enlisted from of that were overseas. Leon is the
Dearborn. Mich.. Oct. 24. 1042, ,on of Mrs. Fannie Henry. 710
years or, ri nth Poplar street. Murray
and servil

Resolutions.

HAZEL NEWS

crook-

ing

aositstaarfts cixas
gratin:LE

DEI

Whereas, the Murray Methodist
Church has sufftre,d a great loss
in the passing of tirieZennie Haley
Ford on November 5. 1645, Therefore be it
RESOLVED, That her Inesband
has lost a true and devoted wile,
the church a loyal and faithful
member, and the community a'
Godly woman.
RESOLVED. That tne Board of
Stewards, the Sunday Schou). and
the church as a whole extend to "
Brother C. B. Ford and hss loved
ones their sincere sympathy, and
commend them to God for the
consolation and the loving kindness that never fails. May they
find comfort in these words: "Well
done,- thou good and faithful servant; thou bast been faithful over
a few things; I wiil make thee
rul•r over many things."
Be it further resolved that P
copy of these resolutions be sent
to Brother C. B. Ford and family,
a copy be sent to the local newspapers. and a copy spread on the
minutes ,of our records as a permanent memorial.
E. B. Howton,
• Elliott Wear,
Cemmittee

Do
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READ T1118 CLASSIFIEDS
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17

MISS BILLIE WALKER
AND HER

DIXIE PLAID GANG

MUSIC, SINGING, COMEDY
•

ADMISSION
Adults 40c; Children 20c, tax included
DON'T MISS IT!

veaviaaallITCL"4`
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Attention One-Sucker Tobacco Growers!

4

The One-Sucker Board of Trade at Bowling Green, Ky., has just an
nounced the following opening dates for one-sucker (dark air-cured) Tobacco Markets for the 1945-1946 Sates Season as follows:

At Russellville, Ky., Novem
. belt 28.
At Franklin, Ky., November 29.

At Mayfield, Ky., Friday, !lot. 30
Following the Opening Day at MAYFIELD, Sales will be held each
Tuesday and Friday until the One-Sucker Crop in this Western District has
been sold.
•

New, enlarged and imprav-ect flobr space,* better service and MORE
BUYERS for this sales season will make this oldest established One-Sucker
Market in the Western District even more successful this year than in. any
of the past eight seasons.

aischarite

More and More Buying Interests Have Told Us They Will Be on the
MAYFIELD MARKET This Sales Season.

Such Interest and Cooperation Means:

LET'S GO

Much Better Prices For The Grower

BOWLING
For Health
For Recreation

Auction Floors on the Mayfield Market are Prohibited by the Board
of Trade Rules from Speculation on growers tobacco. Their business is to
get the best possible price for each grower s crop and,see that each grower
gets all the money. Such market procedure is the approved market practice recommended by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

WHERE?

TEN PIN
HOUSE

We'll Meet You at The Mayfield Market!

thauly 12 Noon TillSunday 1 to 6 pen
I ra#OPS Monday Through Fri
day at S p.m.

Mayfield-Graves County Chamber of Commerce
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Lynn" Grove High School Auditorium

MAYFIELD, KY.
-Dorris-
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.
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BIG SHOW!

118 W. Broadway
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SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP
"SCHOO‘ BUTTER". Did - you
ever bear -of it? I remember the
term as a kind of a challenge.
• Older boys or young men, usually
those who has quituated from
school before their time. occasionally would pass by the school
house and hollow "School Biota?".
This was the challenge for every
one with the physical brawn to
go after the culprit, book-time or
no book-time. Even the teacher
sometimes, if a man, accepted the
a boisterous exclamation as a challenge to the school including his
own efforts to teach -Reading,
Writing and Arithmetic.

,

ent
ily,
rrsthe
na-

Do FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slide or Slip?
FASTEFTH, an improved powder to
be sprinkled on upper or loner plates
bold• faille teeth more firmly In place
Do not slide, ellp or rock
No gummy,
ecoey, pasty taste or feeling.
FAS.
TEETH Is •Ik•line (non-acid) Doe. not
sour.
Chick. "plate odor- (denture
breath). Get FASTEETH at any drug
store

The penalty for the challenging
offense was often a good ducking
in a pond hearest to the catch. If
there was no catch Oa,boys were
They had
considered degraded.
failed in their display of heroism
before their companions of the
opposite sex.
I am using the term "School
Butter" in this series of brief
writings to point out the varying
should chalconditions.,. which
lenge every person on Calloway
county Who is interested in education, and maybe cause those
people to think who' apparently
are not interested. Or town is
a school town. Our county has
long been noted for the percentage
of people going into the teaching
county
Calloway
profession.
should maintain a top place in the
promotion of every movement for
educational betterment in Kentucky.
is the first challenging
Here
In the fall of 1932
thought . .
there were 114,123 children enter-

ANNOUNCING!
MRS. MELO PASCHALL, who formerly operated a station at Hazel, will
be in charge of the cream
station at
TOLLEY'S FOOD MARKET
COURTEOUS SERVICE

NEWLY DECORATED

OPEN THIS SATURDAY
. 20
October
and every SATURDAY and WEDNESNAY
thereafter
Formerly operated

by PAUL CARt;i'S
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Grove Wildcats proved too much
for the New Concord Redbirds
last Friday night at Lynn Grove
and the Cats rolled up a 51-38 victory.
Lynn Grove, led by McReynolds
and Pogue, started the game in
high and led 13-8, 30-14, arid 3922 at the .quarters. The Cats had
little difficulty in holding a nice
margin throughout the evening's
play.
The lineups:
Pos, N. Concord 38
L. Grove 51
F J. Winchester 9
J. Crouch 10
McReynolds 24 F T. Winchester 1
Ratterree 6
Butterworth 3 C
Williams 9
G
Pogue 13
Coleman 0
G
G. Miller
Subs: Lynn Grove—Crouch, K.
Miller, Howard, Hughes, SmotherConcord--Farley 7,
man; New
Stubblefield 6. Duke:- Wilson.

, Bro. Pierce will preach
Sunday morning. Bro.

Pvt, Doris JOnes, son of Luther
Janes, is in Japan and has writ—
ten his family at home.aberfi(—the
experiews he he in occupying
the conquered country. We quote:
Shikoku. Japan

October 25„ 1945 I
'
got here Monday and have
We busy.
been
We are living in a pretty' good I

house. I guess it was the officers' i
headquarters.
or the
barracks
There is a pretty large town
was) about 200 yards from here
but a bunch Of 65 0-29's made a
raid on the town about two hours
and wiped it out. The population
was 18,000. There are one or twol
buildings left, one a hote where
some of our officers are staying.)
They say the building really is I
nice. It looks good from the out- I
side. Matsuyama is the name of
the town. We are south and ill
sight of it.
When we came In we hit the I
beach ilvith live ammunition - but j
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Curry of there was no opposition. We theni
Detroit arrived the past week for got on Japanese street cars and
a vacation with Mrs. Curry's pa- rode out to this place.
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell.
When we go by, most of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mitchell re- Japs bow or salute... some Jona.
The little children "holler" when
turned to Detroit the past week.
Homery Curry, who served in we pass.
the First Army, has his discharge.
The ship we came over on from
Herbert James Dick, home from Mindanoa was a better ship than I
overseas, has a discharge.
came over cm from the states. I
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell has been didn't get very sick but the water
got pretty rough. We came through
very ill the past week.
Grady Stubblefield, W. D. and what is the roughest part of the
have Pacific. There was about 20
Lassiter
Robert
George
bought the Ebb Lassiter farm, ships in the convoy. Boy! It looks
like a big town to see them all
near Blood River.
Henry Garner, Hazel. has ar- lighted up out there. I was down
at the beach last night. We pre
rived home frbin overseas with
about to get all the things moved.
dis,charge...—Ole Maid..
There is a big castle up on a
ing the First -grade in Kentucky. hill not far from here. I don't
up
The next year .68.553 were in the guess the other towns ore torn
Second grade, a difference of 45,- like this one.
I. am in the Regimental Headwere they? The
Where
570.
Company.
twelfth. grade of 1943 had an en- quarters
- As ever
These figures
rollment of 14.884
• ,Doris
indicate an approximate loss of
Pvt. Doris Jones 44069841
99.234 Norn the first grade to the
Hq. & Hq. Co. 34th Inf.
twelfth. Allowing 'for some loss
APO 24 c-ei Postmaster
in population and some mental deSan Francisco. Calif.
children, close to 90,000

qpituated. These are the people
!, who will hollow. "School Butter".
for a generation. The State Department of Education and the
Education Association
Kentucky
are engaged in a "Back to School"
Every citizen should
movement
help. The war is over, and the
peace problems are looming high.
, One of the greatest is education.
big help—Everybody keep
A
! their children in school every day
possible.

Miller will preach Sunday • after- "Poppa" sits idle in Army camps.
noon at 2:30 at North Fork.
more than 300 young mothers have
Mfs. Oman Paschall is recover- organized a "Bring Back Daddy
ing from a tonsil operation. She Clutaa here to urge 'Congressional
remains at the home of her parents, action ha release of fathers from
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris.
aervice. In a shouting, cheering
:lavy, son of Mr. session they made plans for a naLavern Morris, 1,
and Mrs. One Morris, is at home tional organization. Members said
the cost of living is way above the
on a 30 day leave.
average $100 allotment check they
Pvt. Berthal Grooms and Mrs.
receive and "it is impossible to
Grooms from Arkansas spent the
live on that sum."
week-end with Mr. and Mrs: Clifton. Grooms.
eye operation at the McSwain
Visitors in the home of Mr. and Clinic Friday.
Mrs. Terry Morris Sunday were
Cpl. James Holley is at home
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and with a discharge from the Army.
Howard
Mrs.
daughter. Mr_ and
Morris, Mr. and Mn!. Douglas V in
dyke and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and daughter. Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris and cbildreta
and Mrs. George Jenkins.
from functional periodic pain
Mr. and Mrs. Detmus Paschall
•
and Mrs. J),hnnie Jones visited
Cardul is• liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
Mrs. Oman Paschall Thursday.
from the cramp-like agoqy and nervous strain of functicial periodic
Mrs. Roy Paschall, Mrs. Rudolph
distress. Here's how It may belie
Key, Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, and
Taken like a tonic.
Mrs. George Jenkirts.c. spent Weda It should stimulate
appetite. aid digesnesday at the home of Terry Mortion... thus help build reris.
sistance for the 'Urnsto come.
Willesdene Goforth visited DairoOS Started 3 days bethy_La_ove Key Sunday.
Ai fore 'your time", it
should help relieve
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Page and
pain due to purely funcdaughter Ernestine are at their
Miss Kay Trees
tional periodic causes.
home place after being in KnoxTry earth& It It helps, you'll
torium.
be glad you did.
ville. Tenn., for some time.
Holding the true, Junior Queen
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Holley spent
of Lynn Grove High School, i Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
little Miss Kay Treas of, the first Gaylon Morris.
grade. Sheris the charming daughMrs Glynn Orr underwent an
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Treas.
was
and
She wore a lovely dress
an attractive picture as. she
ceivecl the crown and trophy.
Miss MeCamish and Miss Trails
will- hold 'this title .until the Halloween season next year. Buron
Jeffrey is principal of the school.

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Blood River News,

ficient

Miss

Hilda

r.leCandsh

The honor of the title "Miss
Lynn Grove High School" is claimed by Miss Hilda McCamish, member of the freshman class of that
school, and daughter of Mrs.
Miss
Mavis Wrather McCamish.

MeCamish, attractively gowned and
in a beautiful program, was crowned by Mayor George Hart. and received a handsome trophy Halloweeo night in the .presence of
one of the largest crowds ever
gathered in the high school audi-

Girl Scout News
Murray Troop I
—Troop I of Murray Girl Scouts
held their regular meeting at the
Scout Hall Monday alterndoh. A
business session was held first,
pertaining to badge-work, sale of
calendars. and other activities.,

Three are working on their First
Jackie
Teachers Oppose
are
Class rank. They
Smith .and Jean
Wear, Brenda
Tax Repeal
Corn. Tenderfoot scouts are workThe Third District Educational ing on their Second Class srank.
Association, in final session at Western State Teachers College, Saturday adopted a resolution opposing
reptal of the State income tax
until asruch time as the needs foreducation, health, welfare, conservation and other State services are
more fully met."

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

• A period of games and songs was
led by Letitia Maupin.
Patrol 2 will have the program
next week, based on the Thanks•
.
ving theme.
1 The absenteeir were Joyce Russell and Jean King.

See

C. L. MILLER, Agent
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

JackielWear. Scribe

OFFICE

Leland Owen is getting a nice
building under way on Maple street
to house his growing business of
bottling and ice cream manufacture.

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
home Phone 295-M

11G SAVINGS FROM SEARS!

----mr.1110MTR-

DAVID BRADLEY
Roll-Over Scraper

STORE HOURS

4

I

"Release Daddy"
'Club Is Formed
ai 11:00 I Toledo, Nov. 9—Tired of wheel'Hogert ing the baby buggy alone while

North Fork News

Lynn Grove High_Sch0.01-queens

Lynn Grove Wallops Pvt. Dorris Jones
New Concord 51-38 Writes Parents from I
Shikoku, JapanJeffrey's. Lynn
Coach Buron

Week Hay.: 5:30 till 500
saturday: 9:00 till 6'00

Calling Atteniton

122"

To

Now that moving soil has become
such an important part of successful farming, the David Bradley Roll-Over Scraper is an implerrrmt every farmer needs and
wants. Developed to a high
stanctnrd of efficiency and requiring but one operator on
any tractor, it will move more soil in less time at lower
cost than the conventional type scraper. Note bektw the
many jobs it wilt do for you to help make your farm more
productive, more valuable. Moving dirt, draining ditches,
leveling land, terracing, filling gullies, bulldozing, etc.

Tobacco Growers!
The opening sales date for the Air Cured Tobacco Market at Murray
is set for MONDAY, DECEMBER 3rd.
•

•

that we beAs we have stated before, we want to state now again
the maron
and
prepared
tobacco
your
have
to
interest
best
lieve it to your
ket for the opening sales.

Easy-to-Install Fence Chargers

Due to an excellent season this week, no doubt growers will avail
themselves of the opportunity of preparing, or having their tobacco made
ready for market in due time. We feel that we cannot over emphasize the
importance of placing your tobacco on an early market.

Dual purpose mechanism. Switch to either 6-volt battery
or 11Itvolt hi-line current. Heavy galvanized or leadcoated 18-guage steel case, for long life. Contains every
worth-while feature for efficient, safe performanc4. Dan_dies up to 15 miles of barbed,or smooth wire,

ELECTRIC and BATTERY,

priced from

Our warehouse facilities enable us to handle your tobacco in such orderly manner and with such personal care as to insure for you the most profitable prices for your product.

$9.95 to $24.50

David Bradley All Purpose Loader
$250-00

Does so many jobs around any farm that after•you hay,
used it, you will wonder how you ever got along without a
David Bradley all steel loader. Loads into a spreader, rack
or grain box. Picks up bundles or whole shocks of graa corn. With dirt plate it loads dirt, sand or gravel Pulls posts. picks up feedbunks. r
implements, excavates, fills holes. All this in addition to the lob for which it was
• inally designed—that is, to load manure from a pile or floor irkto a spreader. Operated entirely from tractor seat by one man. Lever for dumping. bucket automatically returns to
'loading position Hydraulic piston raises up to 8 inches to lift bucket over 7 feet fron
ground level; piston automatically stops when bucket reaches maximum hetght....

Your tobacco is fully covered with insurance when received into our
warehouses.
MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET LEADS IN MOST PROFITABLE
SALES.

International II & M Tractor Models Priced .

Listed Below Are a Few of the Many Items in Our Complete Store!...
• Rubber Tire Farm Wagon,
• Harness
• Milking Machines
• Plow Shares
• Tarpaulins
• Poultry Supplies
• Disc Harrow Blades
• Windmills
• Livestock Insecticides

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OUTLAND LOOSE LEAF FLOOR '
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
•
••f•I''

PURCHASES TOTALING $10 OR MORE MAY RE MADE ON SEARS EASY PAYMENT PLAN!

SEARS FARM STORE
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Almo High School Coronation Scene Friday Night, November 9
milmorr

o a stick horn the
to 10 pounds fr
visiting her father W. D. Sykes.
untreated plot or an increase of
Mrs John Tarver of MurfreesAs there
2le pounds per stick
boro, Tenn,. vistaed this week in
,
• By I. It Ridley,
were 6 stalks on each stick this
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gal:assistant
Soils
County
gives an increase of .4 pounds per
lin Clopton.
a
Artie two years of testing the stalk. The field yielded 750 sticks
Mr and Mrs. H. C Jones and
At .4 pounds inchiktren were guests for several value of ammonium nitrate as a or 4500 stalks
days this week of Mrs. Jones' pa- means of supplying nitrogen to crease per stalk this gives an inrents. Mr and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, growing crops. we ran definitely crease for the entire field of 160
Dark air-cured tobacco
state that it is one of the best poulids
Sr.
Kr. and Mrs. E. C. Parker for- means of ancreasing the sields of averaged 25 cents per pound last
merly of Chicago, and natives of corn and tobacco provided other year; and if the SIMle market
Marshall county, are in Murray plant foods are available. Tests prevails this year, Mr. Burchett
looking for a place to reside.
hale been run on RI farms in the will have increased his receipts
Cpl. Chartas C. Miller has re- county through the cooperation of from 1 3 acres of tobacco by $45.00
turned to Camp Butner. Durham, the Kentucky Extension Service hrough the use of 200 pounds of
N. C.. where he is stationed, fol- and the Tennessee Valley Authori- !ammonium nitrate.
lowing a visit with his parents. ty.
Mrs. Miller and daughter. Ann
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
Lee Burchett. a test demonstraClanton. who have been making tor in the Wadesboro community,
-- —
their Wome in Durham, ra turned reports the following results from
to Murray with Cpl. Miller and the use of ammonium filtrate on
will remain hare.
MrP
tobacco. Mr Burchett selected a
Among those Who attended the field of dark air-cured tobacco confuneral Sunday of Mra. Charles taining 1.3 acres. With the excepHogan of Lowes, sister of Miss tion of a few rows in the fainter of
Nellie Mae Wyman. were'Dr. An- the field, he applied 200 pounds.. creamaaaaass reheyes promptly be
.
nie Ray, Misses Lillian Hollowell, l' of ammonium nitrate. . This was muse It goes rit to the ma of the
phegm
loo
. irnnd eland
um
blis
e to help
Ola Brock, Grace Wyatt, and Teta- i
comap
pret
lie- 1
cnatioadndiotifon mtaonuhries raengdular
nature
germ
nie Breckenridge.'Dr and Mrs J.
heal
soothe
W. Carr, Edward Fisher and Re- fertilizer which was applied to the t°
rawhhialmuc' tender,eU
momgiamdbroarg
inbrunets. Tell your druggist to sell you
becca Jean Fisher. nephew and whole field'
niece ,,of Mrs, Hisgan, Mimes BilAt - 'cutting time he
weighed
tilciiethaa
ounimuginlikwet
e y 1t
ly Jo Caudal. and Dorothy Briz- samples taken from both the treat- .p.ticia
1111 bottle
y allays
Cre
:tys the cough or You are
endine
ed and untreated plots and get to bare 'ow' maneY
Nelson the following weights. One stick'
Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey
have returned from Johnson City, of tobacco 'from the treated plot
for Coughg,Chest Colds,Bronchitis'
Tann., where they, spent several weighed 12to pounds as compared
weeks.
Lt. James C. Hart and Mrs. Hart
are Scalding in Elizabethtown. Lt.
Hart is stationed at Ft. Knox regional hospital.

Farm Demonstration

D.
EN'

ten
fact
Colt
on
efts
the
Th
thr
and

Rithef At Last
or Your Cough

•

Joh
and

CREOMULSION

Miss Jeannette Carriion se Miss Almo High School.
was crowned in a beautiful ceremony before a crowded
audieneealeriday night. when: Capt. Dale Parker presented the crown,
This coronation event preeeded the basketball game
between the Almo Warriors and the Faxon Coyotes.
Reading from left to right_ front row: basketball
players: Franklin Rushing lfailed to get in the picture., ,

Ronald 'Btirkeen. Hatton Cole. James Dale Miller. Bobby
Mohler. John Clendenon imaster of ceremonies). Charles
Burkelen, James Coursey...L. G. Tubbs, Matthew Williams, and Wilmer Barrow (failed to get in the picture).
At the piano: Virginia Williams .failed to get in
•
the pictures., ••
Front row on stage: Edward Jones Walston, Shirley
Bennett. Ruth Bagwell. Allen Young Burks.

Second row: Billie Joe' Burkeen. Bobby June
Burs. Bobby Mitchel. Virginia Hopkins, Jerry Smith,
Fannie Mae McClard Paul Hopkins. Leonard Wilkerson. Anne Conner, Capt. Dale Parker. Queen Jeannene
Garrison. Principal Rex Watson. Thomas Roberts. Jeanne
Barrow, Martin Bailey. Jr.denon Collins.
Hoyt
Cleaaer, Jr. Betty Jean Starks. Franklin Jones, Mary
,Kathryn Smith. Jimmie Conner, and Mary Frances
SIMS.

Coldwater News
By Mrs. A. L. Bassett

na, outstanding cstaasioratnade a.
mbst colorful and 'impressive (sere_
mony

.
ea

Hugh Gingles 'Is
'Owner
of 5-Star Bull
left

The wait:maim entered the

• LOCALS

auditorium from theright and
audsteaium
Mrs. Roy J.
Wallace. Cottage
..causrooms. waged dc,wn the cen. Grove. aTn
en., was a visitor here
Of lislakaeY alboad-jahas "met., She was Miss Vasa
yir-1 Hugh
-lee!
RIMS 1141,lianag a. plio/sa.. and 16.1in ed the gallletil.Jersey 1%am diS Saes before her marriage
She
Clendenora master of icriplainiesal Persia sale near St Paul, Minn, on and Mr Wallace are former stuI October 30, and purchased the 5- dents of Murray State Collese.
followed by the Almo Warriors.
.- These were immediately follow-tattlii. Very G'a95:1 IJer4faY- bull Baru" —Vernon Roberts ats Minima a
and atet Belbeld Sucessar 4255
, 69
etl ba Use lovely aatendants
h•ime on the
ferm'east of
)4 This: bull was the top priced am- Murray'
their handsorne.-eaeorts.
ma! of the sale arid was wanted
The queen wore
loaely blue or- a
Mrs Pearl Alexander has return:
by -several herds strafe his full
ed from a trip ,to they'll and
Banda town Her arm bouquet was I
heather a year older is new the
orchid thrasanilhemums
California.
She was away six
The at-•
top 'rated 'production sire of the
weeks and made the trip with her
tendanu wore evening rowns of
Jersey Breed
. various pastel shades with matchson. Paul Alexander . who went
This brother has 23 daughters to Work
ing shoulder Conages ef rosebuds,
in Medford. Ora
Mrs.
classifed with average rating of
Alexander returned by bus
and carnation.;'The escorts were
IS.}5 and 22 tested daughters whose
baMaltY
average is 101030 Ms" fft milk teat - Mrs, Ed Sudhoff of Chu
Inamediately follawing the toron- of 54! per cent and 001 lb'- of fat 0'is the guest of her parents Mr.
*ape by Cap' Dale Parker. Rex all these records made on twice and Mrs M D Holton "if Olive
Watson.
principal. presented, a per day milking 305 day bash.
street and other relatsves.
beautiful lovire cup to Miss Jeanne:
Miss Bettie Beale is much imThis bull is a 'great grandson of
, Garrison. tip 'Miss Almo High Sybil!.. Gamboge who sold same prove& and is at ithe home of .Mr.
School"
years ago at auction for Mt 000 and Mrs Jack Kennedy. Ow was
• At abe conclusion of that event , rash Galatea- last herd sire. Brook a
patient in the Keys-Houston
Almo Warriors siefeatect the Pride Royal,- was a grarechor of Clime -for several days - Faxon Cnyoute by a wore of 36-17. The same bull Sybils Gamboge. The
J L "[mark_ Jr.
mcpected to
top cow of the sale was a daugh- be a visitor with his father here
far tha week-end.
PI a
o ter uf the bull Gingles baught
Miss Gladys Snider. Louisville.
was the guest of Maas Ruth Ashsr. 0.
•/FEADQCARTERS FOR,
.
more the paat week-end.
"
Standard Parts for All Care
N
W B Moser 'was in Frankfort
a a
amsdasii, 417.
last Wedneisday to attend the
The Emmert havens Co. T
meeting of the Youth Guidance
ft L. Ray
W. F. Miller
Commission of which he is a memTelephone 16
ber
Mim Nellie Wyrnan's sister. Mrs
C F Hogan. Lewes. died NovemMiss Wyman is a teacher
ber 1
in the Training School.
1
21 acres, brick house with lights, water. basement; : Mr and Mrs W M Caud.
were visitort
4 miles out on North -Highway. A beautiful home, worth Campiollivtlle
Murray thc past week-end
the nfiiney asked.
Mrs. Otley Vannoy and Mr, I
2. 5-room house. lot 75x200; lights, water. outbuildWear and daughter Linda of Ea'
ings good, on Hazel Highway,
ington were guests here Sattna
3. :-54
- -nom house, water, lights, good outbuildings, on
in the home of Mr. and Mrs 13,
North Fourth Street.
Wear and attend - d the Muir.,
4. t'-room house, lot 1ox227 feet; 2 baths, double laimeas Wealayn football game
garage; lights. water. Worth -ae money _asked.
•
Miss Sue Saunders and M
5. 8-room house, lot 50x195 feet; bath, water, lights:- Barbara Bundenthal, Augusta 51
spent the week-end visiting NI
--garage; near Five Points. Sell cheap.
6. • lliro F-room houses on Depot Street with
lights, and Mrs Rafus Saunders
Mr and Mrs laa B Scruggs War.
baths. water. 'Priced to sell.
• al Mrs Soiiaa ' dasaieo,
7. C.-room house, lot 71x250 feet; basement, furra
bath, water, lights. A real buy.
S. 7-rim house, lights, water; on South 9th St.

cLEGS, ARMS!

Murray Auto Parts

Mrs. Azzilee Turner and Ruby
Mrs. Harold Lumsden. and Mr
Mrs. T. S. Klapp of Paducah
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.:
Lurrisiden and 'children .in Essex spent
.pent the week-end with her so
om Glass and family.
, Norman Klapa and family.
Mo. the peat week
'Mrs. Nannies Pullen is improved.!
Miss Alice Waters attended a
Cpl. Chester Stephens Jr., his
Mr and Mrs. Chat Marine visitMissionary meeting at the Paris, Oster Miss, Julia Nelle Stephens,
ed Mrs. -Meath,- Jones,- and mouser...i
Methodist church last week:
,rid
aid Gene Fairchild of Paducah, atands Lois Suuday
the
homecoming
footMr and Mrs? Hollis A. West and tended
Taz Youngblood is home with •
little daughter Janice of Fulton ball game and dance at the college an hanneable discharge from the
:Saturday.
They
were
guests
of
Paul A. West. and Mr. and Mrs Army. •
Ralph. tiornbeak and little daugha Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp.
"Aunt - Francis- Marinea is not so
ter Ann of Union-City. Tenn, were I . Ed Sudhoff of Cincinnati will' well.
guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. A. arrive next wesk to join his Wife
Milford Darnall recently received
WHEN YOU TAKE THE FAMILY OUT
West and Betty Kathryn ova' the at the hone of her parents Mr. his discharge from the Army ind
..ras Mee I.e.!). Holton for the is now at home_
week-end.
TO DINNER
Mrs Luther Dunn underwent a holiday
Choice Food Tastefully Prepared
major operation in Maaan Hospital
Miss Nancy Unitnet nas returned WILLIS NAMES NEGRO
Tuesday.
OUR HOME MADE HOT ROLLS ARE
from Columbia, S. C. and is with TO STATE BOARD
Mrs_ Law Ifebley returned Sim- her parents. Mr and Mrs. Bernard
DELICIOUS
FRANKFORT.
Ky.-0.
M
Traday to her herne in Raleigh. N. C.. Whittle!.
She 1-was :accompanied
Monticello
waa
appointed
•
vis
of
following a visit with her parents, by little Miss Judy Epting who is
CLOSED EVERY THURSDAY
member of the State Board ,of EdDr and Mrs. Hugh M. Mcialrath. 'visiting in the Whitnel home.
first
Wednesday.
the
Mra. Ithrda W. Our is spending
Gene Hendon suffered a sever( ucation
several weeks in the home of Mr ankle sprain this week He is the Negro to hold such a post in Kenand Mrs G B. Scott
i son of Mr. and Mrs. Carney Hen- tucky,
Miss Frames Sledd and Art don.
11w succeeds James
Turnerl
'LEON CRIDER
ALBERT CRIDER
0,lianni of
Broolshaven, Miss.L Lt. and' Mrs. James Little John of Paintsville who resigned upon
were aveek-and guests of Mr. and arid son of Fart Story. Vu:. are being elected a circuit judge.
..••Mmain,
4
_
.
_
Mrs. Harry Sledd -and =tenger':
—r-liteneemning at the' cellos&
returned
Fr
Mrs Pearl Houalen
day from a two weeks visit Wit:
her daughter and son-in-law, Pt
and Mrs. John Canter, 006 Cl-.
born Drive, Ne w Ora a
•
•

-

THE PLEASURE IS YOURS

BLUE BIRD CAFE

0

PLUMBING
SUPPLIE!

J. 0. PATTON

•
BUILDING &t, FARM
HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son
I,.t.

1 :-0.07

TEXACO PRODUCTS

i

Murray, Ky.

Owen West, Porter Chilcutt, Rupert Maynard, Station Attendants

PONTIAC

Sock and Buskin's
the
Broadway hit . • .

Formal Showing 1946 Pontiac

JANIE
•

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18

November 16
FRIDAY
8:15 P. M.
•
COLLEGE
AUDITORIUM
•

22,-010.acr+.m,

of titrber; quarter ni 0 'from schools on rural highwt*
near Hico Seehi bargain.
A »Umber of otherS; also several nitle building lots.

GENERAL REPAIR
• OIL and GREASE.
* WINTERIZING

Don't miss this hilariou5
comedy in three.

Owel Grogan

acts

•

MIKE FARMER

TICKETS NOW ON
SALE

504-M

'ROY,;HURT
.Phone 395-W

SALES & SERVICE I

presentation of

211.
11• itcri;s. 4-room house; spring, well.
Nice In.'.
farm .near Flint church. A real buy.
.21. 8 -acres, 4.-room house; on Eat Highway, 1 miii—
from Murray.
70 acre.
, in - bottom ; 6-roont house, plenty

Phone

J. B. WATSON
Phone 59

AM OPENING (1

1 3. 5-riuzit house' lin South 12th Street. Worth the
,
.-zt- money,
..14. 5-roan hObse, newly decorated; lights,
wa'basement; on Hamilton Avenue.
15. 75-acre farm. 5-room house, good outhuiNintr
limed and phosphat•il. 1 1-2 mile southwest of Colic;.
-tiev-thiA bargain
•
-14,---40--arres---land; 5-room hoti-e. 2 wells; 5 rr.
Murray. Priced to sill.
17. 4-room house. 27 1-2 acres land. 5 acres good t •
ber, good well, orchard, outbuildings; 5 miles out on Ni,! •
Highway.
18. 65 acrcs, .1-room. house, 1 mile east of'Chem
4-room house, orchard, well, out19.- 26 1-2 at
buildings.. 2 1-2 miles niirthwelt of Murray. A real bar-

213 Elm -Street

Main Street Motor Sales

`
44 i
*1%4-'

•

fliesash._

207'South Third Street

• WASHING and POLISHING
• TIRE REPAIR and SALES

EXPERT MECHANICS:
Frank Maupins
MANUEL ROWLETT, Grease and Service
OPEN 6 to 6

a

a

•

s
.••••••

•••

Mat Stubblefield

6 DAYS PER WEEK

;

---••••••••••

4111- 1
"
•

NEW OWNERS OF

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

-9. 9-roont Ouse, lot. 85*185; 2 baths, lights, water;
all outbuildings good ;'on Poplar Street. See this bargain
at once.
10. .12-room Muse near College; all conveniences_
11. 4-room house; 7 acres: lights; all outbiiildings
good: -1 miles out on North Highway.
12. -4-room house; 5 acres, lights, water, hardwood
floors--; outbuildings in good condition:-on North-ffigtm ay.

I
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MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Telephone 247
D. AND MRS. WOODS
ENTERTAIN AT TEA
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods entertained Murray College alumni,
faculty and friends with a homecoming tea at the president's home
on the college campus Saturday
afternoon • immediately following
the Murray-Illinois Wesleyan game.
The spacious home was decorated
throughout with chrysanthemums
and other fall flowers.
. Miss Alice Keys and Miss Roberta Manor greeted the guests
and presented them ->lio the receiving line composed of'Dr. and
Mrs. Woods, Dr. C. E. Crume,
Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. George Hart,
Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Nash, Dr. Ella
Weihing, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Holland Rose of Benton and
Dr. John W. Carr.
Mrs. James H. Richmoma Mrs.
John W. Carr. Mrs. George Hart
and Miss Mildred Hatcher alter-
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nated in presiding at the Lee:
covered tea table which was deeorated in the college colors, blue
and gold. The centerpiece was
a blue glass cornucopia filled
with fall flowers in delicate shades
of gold flanking which were blue
and gold candles in crystal candlesticks. Other appointments were
in erysial and silver.
College girls who assisted in
serving included Misses Martha
Morris, Sue Callis, Jane Roberts,
Sue' Cunningham, Jo Ann Fulton,
Allyce James, Jacqueline Robertson, Mary Frances McElrath, LauWiggins.
retta Jones and Jean
Others assisting were Miss Arm
Woods, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Woods, and Mrs. Woods' mother,
Mrs. Harkless of La Center.
Approximately 300 guests called
between 4:30 and 6:30 o'cloek.
FANNIE 0. MeELRATH CIRCLE
HOLDS ALL DAY MEETING
The Fannie G. 111cElrath circle
met Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
A. F. Yancey'for an all day meeting. Mrs. Yancey presided over
a short-business session, and Mils
Onie Skinner taught the Mission
Study lesson.
A delicious "covered dish" luncheon was served at noon.

•

CRAM/RADE MUSIC CLUB
MEETS AT DISCIPLE CENTER

SWEENEY-MARSHALL
VOWS SOLEMNIZED

JUDGE PRICE SPEAKS
AT A.A.U.W. MEETING

MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB CONSIDERS
CIVIC WORKS IN NOVEMBER MEETING

Judge Joe L. Price of Paducah
The Chaminatie Music Club met
was the speaker at the meeting of
Saturday evening with Joyce Rusthe American Association eft Unisell at the Disciple Center. The
versity Women Tuesday evening at
lapwing officers were elected:
With Mrs. Garnett Jones. president. conducting the November meet- Swann dormitory. Judge Price's
President, Jean Corn; Vice-pres•afternoon in the Club subject was "The State Constiident, Mary Frances Williams; Sec- ing of the Murray Woman's Club, Thursday
House, the ,organization voted to work with the youth of ahe schools, tutlon—What Shall We Do About
retary, Barbara Ashcraft.
It?" He took up leading issues
A group of new memoers initi- donate to the rest rooms in the court house, and make other contribu- such as the road amendment and
ated into the club included Anne tions in Work and Service.
salary increases, and discussed the
Rhodes, Marlene Swann, Marilyn
Reports from standing commit- stockings for convalescent soldiers feasibility of adopting a new conWalker, Sara Dell Story, Sara Ruth
heard and letters of ap- in the hospitals at the next meet- stitution or changing the present
Calhoun, Peggy Turner, Patricia tees were
one by amendments. The speaker
preciation for the district meet- ing.
Futrell. Nancy Weer. Robbie WatA social hour was enjoyed dur- was introduced by Miss Rubie
to which the Murray club was
son, Betty Jo Williams and Anne ing,
were Smith, and Miss Bethel Fite, presiwhich
refreshments
from state and ing
Lochte Fay Mart and host, were read
Curry.
served by a committee from the dent, presided at the meeting.
officers.
district
charge
in
were
Carolyn Melugin
Other Visitors Included members
The club voted a donation of Music Department. Mrs. Garnett
of the initiation.
$50.00 to the rest room which is Jones presided at the punch bowl. of Judge Price's family who acThe program was a..group of being sponsored and furnished by
Miss Reamey Hamlin of Dan- companied him to Murray arid
piano selections played by Marilyn Homemakers clubs of the coun- ville. Va., was a guest.'
were Mrs, Price, Miss Suzanne
Walker, Marlene Swann, Sara ty, and is being built in the court
Those' present at the business Price and Brandon Price
Futrell,
Patricia
Calhoun,
Ruth
An urgent appeal , was meeting were: Mrs. Garnett Jones,
house.
Raney Wear, Betty Sue Hutson, made for club members to sew for Mrs. Ray Treon, Mrs. A. F. Doran, JESSIE
HOUSTON OFFICERS
Ash:
Janice Doran and Barbara
the Red Cross. Mrs. J. D. Row- Mrs. George Hart; Mrs. G. C. ,Ash- CLUB MET NOVEMBER 6
craft.
lett announced that she will keep craft, Mrs. R. M. Pollard, Mrs. E.
The Jessie Houston Officers Club
Refreshments were served - by her home open for those who can- S. Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
Mrs. John Reeves.
not sew at the down town Red Mrs. Garva Gatlin, Mrs. A., Car- met November 6 at 7:30 o'clock at
The December meeting will be Cross sewing room, and who wish man, Mrs. W. D. Lewis, Mrs. E. the home of Mrs. Odie McDaniel,
with the Mozart Music Club at the to help with this work. Mrs. Clif- B. Ludwick. Mrs, G. B. Scott, who surprised the club with a deWoman's Clubhouse.
ford Melugin, Red, Cross secretary, Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. Tom Row- licious chicken dinner.
0 0 • ••
Business was, conducted by Mrs.
listed the amount of sewing on lett, Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs.
hand and urged that it be com- Harry Sledd, Mrs. Ben Cooper. E. B. Houston in the absence of
MATTIE BELLE HAYES CIRCLE
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. James the president, Mrs. Ivan Futrell.
pleted as soon as possible.
MEETS MONDAY EVENING
Suggestions were made for en- Overbey, Mrs. Muke Overbey, Mrs. Plans for a Christmas party were
Mrs. Burnett made, and cards were sent to
The Mettle Belle Hayes Circle tertaining high school groups dur- Luther Robertson,
of the W.S.C.S. met Monday even- ing the Christmas holidays, .aid the Waterfield, Mrs. Ben Scherffius, members who were
There were 12 officers present
ing at the home of Misses Ruth Girl Scouts later in the season. Mr. J. W. Carr, Mrs. T. H. Mullins,
Committees will be appointed by Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. A. M. and twe visitors, Mrs. Luis Waterand Frances Sexton.
Melugin,
Wolfson,
enMrs.
the
Clifford
sponsor
to
the president
field, state manager, and Mri. lea
Miss Frances Sexton, chairman,
Miss Frances Sexton, Mrs. Rob Morris who assisted Mrs. McDaniel.
tertainment.
conducted the business session. The
ALI,on
Plans were made for filling
The December meeting will be
following officers were elected for
at the Red'Crop room to sew, Dethe ensuing year: Miss Sexton.
MRS. NORSWORTHY HONORED cember 11 at 7 o'clock.
Jeffrey,
chairman; Mrs. Ruron
vice chairman; Mrs. George E.
Mrs, Everett Norsworthy enterOverbey, Sr., secretarys Miss Cathtained with a household shower in
erine Purdorra general treasurer; Thursday, November 1.5.—Today honor of Mrs. Jack Norsworthy on
Mrs. T. C. Doran, local treasurer.
Open House at Murray High October 24. Halloween colors were
Mrs. Wilbert Outland was pro- School and Douglass High School used /or the decorations.
gram leadir. The devotional was from 1 to 3 pm. Supper at MurThe games and contests were
led Re Miss Mary - Lassiter. and ray High Scheel at 6:30,
sponsored by Mrs. Imogene LampLottie
was Miss
speaker
the
kits Those winning .Prizes were
§,eiter, her subject_ being "ForFriday, November 16 .•..
Byrd, Mrs. Noah, Wilgiveness.The Fridaybridge club WM meet Mrs. Orfield
liams, Mrs. Hugh .Waldsop, Mrs.
• Refreshments were nerved dur- with Mrs. Clifford Melugin at Barney Darnell.
ing the' social hour by the hostesses 2:30.
The honoree received many love.
to approximately 35 present. New
nessillay, November IS
ly gifts. A party plate was served
Members weie Miss Mattie TrousAll-County High School Chorus by the- hostess.
dale and Dr. Racine Spicer. *s. and College Symph4ny orchestra,
'The guest list Included: Mrs.
visittir.
.a
was
Vaughn
C.,L.
directed by Prof. Price Doyle in Vernon Cohoon, Mrs. Hugh WalCollege Auditorium fit 3.30 pm.
drop,' Mrs. Rob Marine, Mrs. Tole
Jones. Mrs. ;Harbert- --Jetton.
MISSION STUDY CLASS MEETS
Tuesday. November 20
Mrs Jessie Martfie,
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
The Woman's Association of the lalla Drinkard,
Mrs. Will Dulaney. Mrs. Doris
meet.at
will
Church
Presbyterian
the
of
class
Study
Mission
The
Ezell. Mrs. Lyn Parker, Mrs. R.
W.S.C.S. met Tuesday afternoon the home of Mrs. J. G. Weihing at W. 'Blakely, 'Mrs. Luther Greenthe
is
Lewis
D.
W.
Mrs.
p.m.
2:30
furfor
church
at the Methodist
Byrd, Mrs.
field, Mrs. Orfield
ther consideration of the topic. leader.
Thomas Jones, Mrs. Harry Jones,
MethOrder."
First
the
At 2:30 o'clock at
"Families in a liew World
Mrs. Collie Hubbs, Mrs. Charlie
and to discuss part of the lesson odist church the W.S.C.S. will Clayton, Mrs Dixie Robertson,
on "Helping Families To Make New study under the leadership of Mrs. Mrs. Luther Pogue.
Adjustments To Economic Prob- J. W. Carr.
Mrs. Eula Ward, Mrs. Noah Willlems.. After discussions by the
The Music Club will meet at iams, Mrs. Keneth Palmer, Mrs.
group, Miss Alice Waters led the 7:30 p.m at the Woman's Club- Barney Darnell, Mrs. Bill Hurt,
devotional.
house. The program will be pre- Mrs. Glyco Wells, Mrs. Raymond
The faillowmg gave reports:. Mrs. sented by SA? nitwit' fraterinty Workman. Mil. W. T. workman.
A L. Rhodes on "The Returning of Murray State College.
Mrs Noman Bogard, Mrs. Harry
Service Woman"; Mrs. A. L.
Mrs._ H. P Wear will be hostiles Potts, Mrs. 011ie Workman. Mrs.
Rumph on -The Housing Situa- to the U.D C. at her Some Novem- Derwood Potts. sMrs. Junior Lamption Today", .,Mrs. J. F. Dale on ber 21 at 2:30 p.m.
kins, Mrs. Treman Cloys, Mrs.
"The Fair Employment's Practice
Ralph Riley. Mrs. Johnie Walker,
ill
Wednesday.
November
on
Hurt
Moe
Commission"; Mrs.
Mrs. Al Farless, Mrs. M. V. Boghostess
be
will
Miller
John
Mrs.
Nathe
of
"The School Problems
gess. Mrs. Harvey .Parker, Mrs. E.
at
club
bridge
Wednesday
the
to
Mcglrath
°on; and Mrs. W. W
M. Moody, Mrs. Dock Miller, Mrs.
on "Kentucky's School Problem". 2:30
Ottis Rayburn. Mrs. Lelon Jones,
An interesting' panel discussion
Mrs. John Workman, Mrs. John
Thursday, November 29
on "Implications of the- Post-war
McCallon.
The postponed mea ling of the Davison, Mrs. James
Employment of Women" was led
Magazine Club will be held at the Miss Retie Jean Workman, Miss
by Mrs. Burnett Waterfield in home of Mrs. E. J. Beale at 2:30 Volene Clayton, Miss Jo Workman.
• • • • •
which Mrs. J. E. James, Mrs. C.
p.m. with Miss Alice Waters as
I- Vaughn and Mrs. .Solon Higgins hostess.
The Marylouise Baker Circle of
took part.
the W.S.0 S. met Wednesday afterThe next study on "Safeguarding
Friday. November 30
noon at the home of Miss Letricia
Our Children" will be Reid on
at Training Outland.
play
Marionette
the
at
o'clock
2:30
at
20
I November
••
School.
The scripture and the program
Church
on "The Growth of Methodism"
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
were given by Miss Betty Smith.
Short talks were made by Misses
i.SE
Crystalline Cunningham, Carolyn
Vaughn and Mary Jo Skaggs. The
meetirfg closed with the singing of
"Living for Jesus- and the Lord's
ID. TABLETS, SALVE. NOSE prayer repeated in unison.
Refreshments were served durDROPS. USE ONLY AS
ing the ,orial hour
DIRECTED

Miss Mary Sue Sweeney, daughter of Mrs. James Sweeney and
the late Mr. Sweeney of Paris,
Tenn., became the bride of Bernard K. Marshall -eaeSunday afternoon, October 28; at. 1:30 o'clock
in a single ring ceremony at the
home of the officiating minister,
Dr. Thomas W. Young, pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Corinth, Miss.
Attendants were the bride's sister, Mrs. Leland Cooper and .11•1r.
and Mrs. Tipton McFadden.
The bride was attractively attired in a fall model of blue vel-.
vet witti brown and white acces.a
ones.
Her flowers were white
tuberoses
chrysanttiemums and
worn in a shoulder cluster with
matching flowers in her hair.
Mrs. Marshall is a graduate of the
1939 class of Grove high school,
young
and a poplar
business
woman of Paris.
•
Mr. Marshall is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Marshall formerly
of Calloway county and is connected with the F. W. Woolwsirth
Co. of Paris, Tenn.
The young couple is at home
with friends and relatives on Route
5, Paris.

for the winter months.
Those present were: Mrs. Dorman, Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs. Dave
Hopkins, Mrs. Ottis Patton, Mrs.
Sam Calhoun, Mrs. Noel Melugin.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. Muke
Overbey, Mrs. Leon Farris, Mrs.
R. L: Ward, Mrs. W. D. Lewis,
Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, Mrs. Hunter
Love, Mrs. George West, Mrs.
Herschel! Corn, Mrs. Ed West, Mrs.
'Keith Kelley, and Mrs. Hart.
EASTERN STAR MEETING
TUESDAY EVENING
14

The meeting of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 O.E.S. was held
Tuesday evening at 7:15 with
Mrs. Reba Kirk, worthy matron,
and George Williams, worthy Patron, presiding.
The chapter was opened in regular form following the routine
of business. Reports on the Grand
Chapter, held in Louisville in October, were given by the worthy
matron. Mrs. Maggie Woods reported on Ole school of instruction
held in Owensboro last week.
The next meeting wilL be November 27 at 715 at the Masonic
Hall,
BIRTIIDAY CLUB HQ,NORS
MRS. Jolt./ FARMER

SCOUT MOTHERS MET
WITH MR& GEORGE-HAILE.

The Birthday Club met at the
rra
1,Y,uitte,
n m •
Under the direction of *Mrs. J. day night to honor Mrs. John FarJ. Dorman, president of the Girl mer on the occasion of her birtkScout council, 17 mothers and day. A delicious chicken dinner
•
leaders met at the home if Mrs.1"was served.
-Mrs. 0. K. Bennett and on of
George Hart Thursday night and
made plans for the scout work Mayfield were out-of-town guests.

Social Calendar
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• What an important role the new silhouette plays in our most
recent collection of dresses by ANNIE LAURIE Wide, soft
shoulders, a minuscule waist and peplum-accented hips are
typical ... as in the junior fashion sketched above. Here cy•
pressed in suave DUPLEX crepe ... so adaptable to lovely
lines ... with shield medallion of gold and jewels for added
glitter-glamour. Definitely a dress to cut a most romantic figure
-and it's lust one of a current collection.Sizes9to15 and12 to18.
exclusi•c with
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Send Her Flowers For The
THANKSGIVING TABLE
ORDER FLOWERS FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING
HOSTESS TODAY

•

Granule Form Saves Time!
Stays Fresiz! Scores New Baking Success!
• \o more being''caught short" F.e.yereuse .:. fast-acting ...
on hitting day with no Yeast in- 1;leisehtnann's Fast Rising stays
the house ... no ''spoiled batch.' full•strengrh for weeks on your
pantry shelf - ready for qttick
because least weakened before
you could use it. IF YOl BAKE • action s. helm.et you need it.
Use Fleischmann's Fast Rising
AT 11101%1E—Fast Rising
Dry 'least nest time tii hake.
leischmsnn's Dry Yeast lets You
... It ssjll he IA potent as the der
make delicious bread quickly.
voii biluelit it. %I s•Illr grocer's.
any Case you weal to.
Just dissolve Fast Rising Dry Yeast according to
directions on th• package. It's ready for action in a few minutes.
IM111•0001.1

/
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y _
siss.
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8.95

A Complete Line of Gifts For All
Occasions
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SOel'ETY
HAZEL PTA HEARS
REV. H F—PASCHALL
R,,

H

F

Pasehall

was

speaker at the Hazel PTA. ThursMrs. Alice Jones gave the devoday afternoon at 2:30. He discus- tionaland Joan Key gave a readsed 'Better SchoI31s and Better ing.
Mrs. Bobson Shrader conducted
Educational Program.- Mrs. Paul
Dailey. introduced the Reverend the business session.
-Plans were announced for, the
the Mr Paschall
annual. Thanksgiving dinner.
Refreshments were served by
ele finance committee.

BARGAIN STORE
BASEMENT OF BEALE HOTEL
New and Used Clothing for the
Family
SHOES

• SOCKS

UNDERWEAR

• SWEATERS

RAIN COATS

• LADIES BELTS

JACKETS

• MACKINAWS
MEN'S and BOYS' SHIRTS and PANTS
A new shipment of 45-GUAGE HOSE

A shipment of HOSE for colored women
DRESSES FROM 10 CENTS UP

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY
INVITED TO VISIT OUR
STORE
• 4=111••••411M- -•=•• ...!-••••••• ••••••••=11,- ..•••••
••••••• •=11.• 4=1,- -••••••

•=•• ••=••...m•••••••••

"America
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w.is

sung by the d,
group, and Mrs. A. J. Russell led r The bride, given
in marriage
the devotional. Mrs. Dave Hopkins by her uncle.
Mr. Gunther, wore
gave the 'landscaping lessen. Mrs. a floor length gown
of bridal
Olhe Brown tallied Cat 1.1sing the VIM with fingertip veil
of illusion,
Space you Have: and displayed aid carried a bouquet of
gardenias
pictures to _illustrate her points: erri tube roses centered
with' white
The esseetitise closed with a demon- u: Aids
stration on 'Caking drawer partiThe bride's attendants were her
tieins by Mrs. Brown and Mrs. R.
sisters, Miss Jean Du Bose and
M. Pcillnrit.
Airs. Kennedy. The groom was
Till SIGMAS MEET WITH
atended by his brother. Dr. HowMISS JOANNE FULTON
MRS. RANDOI.PH ENTERTAINS ard Boone as best man, and
•
0.'B.
Tri Sigma Sorority of M S.T.C. ,ARTS AND CRAFTS CLUB
Bone. and Walter Boone were
id Tuesday evening at the home
ushers.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph was host•f Miss Joanne Fulton for a HarThe bride's mother was hostess
eem!: Hour hehoring Miss Mabel ess Wednesday afternoon at her at a reception
immediiikl, fol:
Walton. national president of home to the Arts and Crafts Club. lowing the ceremony.
''Later l the
Lovely gift bouquets from the gar•!•:e sorority.
evening Capt. and Mrs. Boone left
dens of Mit. Charles Farmer and
Purple and white were used in i
for a wedding trip to New Orleans.
Mrs.- Clyde Downs were used' as
•••e decorations, and refreshments
They will be at home later in the
decoration.
served buffet style.
year at Louisville where the groom
Following a short husinea sesGuests. in addition to members.
will enter the University of Louission'eeonducted by the president,
e.eluded Miss Walton. Mrs. Mary
ville Law .School.
Miss Cappie Beale. the hours were
Ed Mecoy Hall, sponsor of the loAmong the out-of-town guests
spent in needlework and conat chapter. and Miss Sharpe.
wore the groom's mother, Mrs. 0.
versation. A display of handmade
articles was enjoyed.
WEST MURRAY HOMEMAKERS
Included in the guest list in adMEET AT TRAINING SCHOOL
dition to members, were Mrs. Clyde
The West Murray Homemakers Dowes, Mrs James White, Miss
• 'tub met Friday afternoon at the Luta Holland and Mrs. E. G.' Holaining School with the press- land.
nt. Mrs S. V. Foy. preliding.
haII call was answered by' the EUZELIAN CLASS MEETS
ember of chapters in the Bible WITH MRS. THURMAN
,eich -were read by the members
The Euzelian class of the First
:ering the past month.
LBaptist church meLlIoniley even,-,
'Trig at the home Cif Mrs. Rudolph
Thurman . with 'Mrs. -C. 0.
durant's group serving ee hostess:
Graduate Veterinarian
Oury Shackelford, president, conducted a short business
South, 12th Street
_session and led the devotional on
"Thanksgiving.” Mrs.'Graves HenWe have a limited stock
Telephone 560
don 'told the origin of Thanksgivof Cinder and Cement
ing, and" Mrs. Barber McElrath
blocks
played hymns of Thanksgiving at
Call us for any quantity.
Ii,.- piano.
WE DELIVER
Refreshments were served dur.
ting the social hour te the nineteen members present.

B. Boone, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Sanford Boone of Blytheville, Ark..
Mr and Mrs. Walter Boone of
Elizabethtown. Lt. David Boone of
New Orleans, Mr. and Mrs. 0, B.
Boone, Lt. and Mrs. Jimmy Bailey,
and Mrs. Will Fulton of Owensboro.
REGULAR MEETING OF
SUPREME FOREST CIRCLE

OPEN 1\
Aril!

110 N. Third St.
CAPT. DANIEL BOONE, AND
MISS _DuBOSE ARE WED.
SUNDAY IN MEMPHIS.
• Friends in Murray will 'be interWOG.
31
ested in The announcement ot the
marriage of Miss Nettie Jo Du Ill•514. 011110t
Bose. datighter of Mrs Benjamin ! toV
William
Du Bose. and
Daniel
Brooks Boone. Captain. U S Army.
which was solemnized on Stio.i •
aPernoon. November ii. ..at
o'clock, at the home of the br:
grandmother. 232 -North Wald
Memphis. The single 'ring Ce1 mony was read' by the Rev., 1Dr.
Hay, Presbyterian minister, be(ere /in altar in the living room ,
whiciv was "benked with ferns and
white chrysanthemums interspersed
with white tapers 'in branched can-

SALES REPORT for NOV. 13, 1945
YEATS

Grass--Fav :•-!
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
Stock Cattle
Milk Cows, per head-

473

.

15.00

'11..50- 1.5.00
8.50- 12.00
4.50- 8.00
7.00- 11.30
9.00- 14.00 •

`:ct:1 Veals

„ 15.50-

No. 2 Veals

13.50-

•
I

Throwouts-

4.60- 12.00

HOGS
140 to 400 pounds

14.35-

52,00-111.00

•••••••=.4

Be Thankful For..

HOURS:
Ladies, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Men, 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

THIS COUPON EXPIRES NOV. 30, 1945

CLASS VAPO-PATH BATHS
FRANCES BRADLEY, Manager
Phone 114

„

MURRAY, KY.

0=0=0=0=0=0=0=10=0=10

BEAUTY SHOP
•
602 Weat Poplar

°

Telephone 271,

Announcing..
NEW OWNERSHIP OF

PA/N) NIANN/AAVTRS

* I'm buying *

MORE WAR BONDS

C

This coupon 'and $1.50 entitles you to your first complete
Vspo-Path Bath. Get the thrill of feeling well again.

500 Whitt MONARCH FOODS
••• All Just At.Goosit 1110 WEST MAIN ST.

MRS. R. A. MYERSi

I

The John F. Class Vapo-Path 16-Mineral Baths are now
open to men and women sufferers in this community. These
are the original and only baths given by trained attendants according to the nationally known Vapo-Path system.
This system was discovered and founded by Jain F. Class,
a wheel chair victim of arthritis. lir over 23 years since the
founding of this system, tens of thousands have been relieved of an endless list of common and chronic ailments.
Ask .Any man or woman who has taken a series of VapoPath Baths and you will be convinced that you, too, can
.be relieved.

Ross Feed Co.

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

• ••

FRIDAY and SATURDAY.
November 16 and 17
•

Murray Live Stock Company

Total head sold

rr

ete ANNOUNCES

BUILDING
BLOCKS

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

U.

Joe T.
men wh,
a place
the Un,
succeed
fort. T
tive of
Three c
mended
who wit
-

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR
CANT BE HAD

Dr. J. J. Dorman

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Ovtner-Manager

OE
R
FO
'St
/ .1

Wallis Dm;

The monthly meeting of the Supreme
Forest Woodmen
Circle
Murray Grove No. 126 was held
Thursday evening at the Woman's

Back the Attack
By Buying
War Bonds!

The Best Market in West Kentucky

THUR

Club House with Mrs: E. B. HousAfter routine business, plans far
ton presiding in the absence of the the December meeting, a Christguardian, Mrs. Max Hurt.
mas party with pot luck supper
Two new members received a and a Christmas tree, were favorfavorable bellot.
Mrs
Virginia ably voted. Mrs. 'Lila Valentine
Herndon was initiated.
received the attendance reward.

0

I] 138 Taxi Line

with the limy I Save Pions(
with
utos
"
Act' •—‘140111+7,
re15'
ONE GALLON

•

1 _I

1

DOES THE AVERA
‘
GE ROOM
Kern -Tone goes right over
wallpaper ... goes on - like
magic...one coat covers most
surfaces... dries in one hour

THE OPPORTUNITIES IN MURRAY and AMERICA
TO
• Plan Homes
• To Save for the Future
• For Freedom of Worship
• For Our Many Blessings
• For Peace and the Return of Our Boys
WHEN PLANNING YOUR HOME

•

98

Experienced, Courteous Drivers

Wtth a IL•rn Tor.
ROLLER 505115

84;4

_

o

beau.

Murray Paint and
Wall Paper Co.

'
‘
4

4

0

138 For Service -

0

Telephone 322

MURRAY, KENTVCKY

I.. J. HILL

PHONE 138

SHERWIN•WILLIAMS
PAINTS

•

11

p,
000Cts

-fest wipe it on
Clro r 98. won. 39€ pee

Home Of Dependable Hardware

•

Late Model Cars For Your Comfort
and Safety

esre is ABR/CIITER
..toS Lin-x SElf POLISHING VW
Arno tong ,••••

•

0

ROLL IT OW

A. B. Beale CI Son
PHON,E 36

1

fir Caws
Paste Fors

Sere Us For
Furnishings
Plumbing •
Hardware
Paint
Tools
Roofing
Machirry
MURRAY'S MOST EXPERIENCED HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE STORE

I AST MAIN STREET

II We have purchased the 138 Taxi Line and
will continue to give you the same prompt
courteous service that you have
011
enjoyed in the Oast

=10

0=10

0=10=0

VERNON COHOON
0=10
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for

JOE LOVETT NOWNATED
FOR U. K. TRUSTEES

istper

A.L Bailey Goes to Hospital
; In West Virginia

Joe T. Lovett is one of the six
A. L. Bailey and his family will
men who have been nominajed for
this
week-end for South
leave
a place on the board of trustees of
the University of Kentucky to Charles, W. Va., where he will be
succatd Thomas H. Cutler. Frank- j administrator of the Herbert J.
fort. These men are reptisenta- Thomas Memorial Hospital that is
Alumni. being built there.
4ive of the University
The hospital, valued at $700.000
Three candidates will be recommended to Gov. Simeon Willis, is city owned and financed by the
who will make the appointment. 'lederal government to the amoun

Saturday and'
Sunday

CAPITOL
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of $450.000 and the remainder provided by a city-floated bond that
Mi. Bailey sold his interest
are residing,in Elizabethtown. L
friends a`ricf others to call to -see
Mr. Bailey stold his interest in
the Purdom Hardware Store to
Wells Purdom, the founthr and
operator. Mr. Bailey has had administrative experienee in hospitals with the Keys-Houston Clinic
and the Union County Hospital,
Morganfield.
He has rented his residence on
Chestnut street to Harry Miller.

First Of Its Kind In
Calloway County

A treat the first of its kind in
the history of Calloway 'County, BATTLE CREEK, Mich., Nov. 10—
according to reports. is the con- M-Sgt Frederic Hensel, only World
cert of the College Symphony Or- War II battle casualty to lese both
chestra and the All-Callowaf Coun- legs and arms, is wearing his two
ty High School Cho9Gs that will new artificial arms and hooks. The
be presented in the auditorium 27-year-old soldier from Corbin.
child at
of Murray State College Sunday Ky, is happier than
3:30. Prof. Price Ctrristmas at being able to feed
at
afternoon
Doyle will conduct the concert .and himself, turn pages, shave—every
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts will day brings something new.
be the chorus accompanist. This
Stepped on Okinawa Mine
musical treat is a combination of' Both Hensel's lees were blown off
NOTICE
•
high school voices from Almo, above the knees and his left arm
Kirksf_y, Lynn Grove, above the elbow last June when he
There will be no preaching ser- Faxon, Hazel,
Training School, and New stepped on a mine on Okinawa.
vice at Brooks Chapel Sunday due Murray,
Concord high schools.
Later his right hand was amputated.
to Conference at Union City, Tenn.
According to the programs of the
Like all other GI amputees. HenL. R. Putnam
event, there will be 325 high school set won't be released from the hosvoices singing sacred songs that pital until he masters walking on
include "The Lord's Prayer" by the artificial legs he hopes to have
MaTitte: "Holy. Holy, Holy" by within a couple of months and can
Dykes; "Lift Thine Eyes" by Men- perform many tasks with his arm
delssohn; and folk songs: "Drink to hooks.
Me With Thine Eyes", "Carry Me
He's doing pretty well with the
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Back to Old Virglnny," "My Old
even though he's had them
hooks
patriotic
KentUcky Home" and
than a month. The Kentuckian

BOONE'S

Save 10 to 20%

On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

AND! "THE ROYAL MOUNTED RIDES
AGAIN" — No. 2

STOP TERMITE DAMAR
Because most homes and buildings are now centrally heated
Termites are active the year
around. They first attack the
understructirre of a building,
then pass on to floors, studding
and other parts of the house
Use TEIMNIX Inspection Service

The orchestra will present the
overture,' "Academic Festival" by
Brahrns; Symphony No. $ by Beethoven; In Fruhling by Goldmark.
This. music feature is being supported by the college and SKr
Doyle through the cooperation of
the county principals and the ectunty superintendent.
—
Mason Ross is nearing completion of a nice brick building on West
Maple which will be occupied by
Dublin and Denton Auto Body and

DRIVE IN and get all the service and courteous
treatment you're entitled to; Water, check tires
clean windows, check oil.

• OIL REFILLED
• FLATS FIXED

• EXPERT WASH
• GREASING JOB

WE HAVE PLENTY OF ANTI-FREEZE

ADAMS & KENNEDY

. .

GOOD GULF STATION
600

Telephone 9117

Main

i

IMSE AL
SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for 3eed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

F'ARKER

WE DO GENERAL REPAIR WORK
Let us check cooling system for leaks and fill with
Anti-Freeze, and Check starter and
ignition.

CO. Seven Room House in
College Ackiition
and
FREF
128-acre Farm

Telephone 64
We Deliver

.111•1+

SEE US TODAY FOR AN ESTIMATE

FOR SALE

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
—

-e=

1••••••11=41%

-oeilniMenlInlii=

SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
F•()it
AUTOMOBILE, Fire, Theft, Liability
lision Insurance

•

•

4

and

Over

Dale & Stubblefield

— Also —

CHAMPION 4-H FAT 'STEER

ROBINSON

Purchased at the ,Sale Nov. 6
OUR THANKSGIVING MENU
• includes
Country Ham
Chicken
Turkey

MARGARET

VARSITY

LATEST NEWS

Drug Store
•

TELEPHONE 601
Guy

moor., E. C. Jaws and
suaywn Trevithsn. Agents

and 0,% en Billington, Conn

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY

VARSITY

•
•
•
•

•

THE
WILD-AND-WHACKY
WEST IS SWINGING TO
THE RHYTHM OF

Announcing ..
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Saffar mE

VIRGINIA VEALE HOWARD

p 1111"

Gatlin Building
•
Phone 962
Room 116
All Kinds of Stenographic Work

VARSITY
EDWARD G

itR rotote+

POPULAR SCIENCE

PLATE GLASS„ PERSONAL LIABILITY; PUBLIC
LIABILITY and BONDING
Office

BUSIER KEATON
*IRENE REAM
MCIVELINE It INIT

yoosow

Col-

• COURTEOUS

• EFFICIENT

Starring

Those

Tuneful, Terrific

HOOSIER HOTSHOTS

Office Hours: 9 to 5 or by Appointment

Hall Hood,' ----"'
Special Commiaaioner

That Literally Melt in Your Mouth!
from The

From the National Barn Dance
Show
ANDY CLYDE • BIG BOY
WILLIAMS
and the Aces of Western Swing
DEUCE SPRIGGINS & HIS BAND

1
•

2 Days Beg. Tues.

SUNDAY

AND

MONDAY

• THE END OF THE ROAD THAT
ATOM BOMB'
BEGAN WITH THE MARCH OF DEATH!

O'BRIEN

with all the trimmings
GRADE-A

Ikxx&Nis

oa

THURSDAY

Itirtf

Both FARM and CITY Fire and Extended
Coverage Insurance

This sale is under order of
court and must be confirmed
by the Circuit Judge before
the sale is final.

DELICIOUSESTEAKS

WI

Corner South 9th and Hazel Highway

Look this property over
and don't forget the day and
hour of sale. This is your opportunity to buy some good
property at your own price.

.

"
.4tVER9"
ottst.,"S

Telephone 777

RAY BUCKINGHAM •

FOR THANKSGIVING...

w

COMEDy/

SUSANNA tOSTER

Susan Hurt
Nov. 9—Pauline- Oliver.
Nov. 10—Tom Covington, Robbie

WE DO ALL KINDS OF BODY REPAIR
Protect your car from winter rain and snow

Repair Shop.

This is your Chance to
buy a home near the College, and to,own a good Calloway County farm.
order
By judgment and
Calloway. Circuit
the
of
May Warn of Disordered
Court, sale at public outcry
kidne• Action
to the highest and best bidModern Ide sitS as hurry and worry,
irnor,qicr eating and
for cash, on Monday,
irregular
r110, Of erp,sure and infecNovember 26, at or about 1
tion thro., heat) •train on the a:orb
become
Court
.1 the kidneys. They are apt to
o'clock p.m. at -the
,rir-lased and fail to tater earns. arid
House door in Murray, Ky.,
unit other 1,111,ot-ht.'s from the life-giving
Cloud.
the following property:
You In ey weer slagging backache.
House and tot in the Colheadache, dig:linens, getting up siesta.
leg toting, swelling—feel eeltallantly lege Addition, lelng hats Nos.
tired, netvnum. all worn out. Chitair signa
of kidney or bladder disorder are «vow- 44 and 35 in Block 4 in. the
tmes burning, scanty or too frequent
Hamilton Addition. This is
mai fon
Try Pose. Pills. Doone'a help the the Ed Gibbs home place.
1..dneys to pus off barmaid storms body
Also, the Northeast quar.
sure. They hove had Mut< k.kan
c. 30, T 8, R 5 East,
,
ter orSt
eeesary of ambit< iereeral, Ass
7
.
iseseied ire -resew sew vwsr/Gli;r
less 31 acres and 88 poles in
t,k sear ...gnaw'
the Northwest corner deeded to, L. B. Barnett, the land
for sale being 128 acres and
72 poles.
The judgment of the Court
directs the Guardian of two
fraca
infants, who own
tional interest in this property, to execute deed for and
on behalf of the infants, and
this land and the house and
lot are to be sold free from
liens, the purchaser to get
full title.
The property is being sold
under order of court because
of the interest of two infants
order
in the property, the
and judgment of the court
as
effect
having the full
though all owners were of
age. thus. passing to the purchaser, any title or interest
belonging to the infants.

•

next

•
THURSDAy
Nov. 22

'"'

Nov. 4—Mrs

BRING YOUR WRECK TO US...

igftwarti

4\c3a(

SHOW!

elteKINO

Happy Birthday!

••••••=1.414lio•••,14.41minn•F

det,

BEST OF ALL ... You'll like the Quality Work
and Friendly Atmosphere

This brave young couple attracted
nation.wide admiration with their
common sense attitude toward Hen-sell' disability. A chance remark
from Hensel that he'd like to have
a chicken fartn was taken up by
thousands who contributed over
$80,000 to help.
Hensel is trying out new things
all the time. The first letter Fred
wrote with his hooks he mailed to
Jewell as a surprise. Learning to
work a wheel chair was a big
event. just as turning the radio and '
buttoning a shirt.
None of these things are unusual
at Percy Jones Hospital. where
hundreds of amputee patients or..
living --they happen every day to
some soldier. Hensel is unusual because he has four amputations instead of one, two or three But he
continually points- out "there, are '
lots of guys worse off than me."

wants to be as self-sufficient as
possible—and that means a minimum of help from his pretty wife,
Jewell, and Pfc. Isadore Halpern,
Philadelphia, who have taken care
Of him since he arrived here.

.,.

AT YOUR SERVICE...

•

• $60,000 Contributed

GALA
THANKSGIVING

less

songs.

MURRAY LUMBER
Phone 262

INSPECTION;)

Ray Mitchell.
Nov. 12 -Reba Nell Hill,
Nov. 16—011ie Mayer. Mrs..Ruth
Hull. Miss Nellie Doran, Mrs. Kos•
ka Jones.
Nov. 17—Pfc. Coy Leon Hale,
Miss Frances Perry, Mrs. Robert
Smith.
Nov. 18—Miss Ann Perry, Letricia Outland.
Nov. 21—Mrs. C. L:-Sharborough.
Collins,
Npv. 23—Mrs. Elmer
Mrs. W. H. Graves. Betty Yancey,
Tip
Bondurant,
Betty Charles
Doran,

MINUS LEGS AND ARMS,
KENTUCKIAN DOING O.K.

airlines Have
•

with

13•01

CRAIG •

Frances

GIFFORD

And watch
BUTCH .'
—h••s
wend NI

The best seller
comes powerfully to the

TOM NEAL
IIARSAItA HMI
MARC UAW
WHAT'S ST. ANGEL
lIONAIM STRONG
RICHARD 100
KITE ILIKE
EXTRA ADDED

Thri great first!
Live* in
danger?

-reen
.

Orsiath•taicirusi

THE LATEST MARCH

MOOAltriEAD • CAR;OVSKY
radeklE

"BUTCH"

OF

TIME

"18 MILLION ORPHANS"

JOK.1145

•

•

,
•aa PartX"-,46--1711.1.afitaLe.4•110111

,
1/4`...

-•

awned,

'COPY FADED
or.

ratt 11

_
—'

•
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a
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CLASSIFIED ADS
I

Lost and Found

I

and white hound
Reward offered for
A. B
Lassiter.
lc

THANKSGIVING SUPPER AT
DEXTER SCHOOL. THURSDAY NOV 22 at 7 o'clock
Plates 50c Tickets on sale at
McDai.:el & Thorn"Grocery lp

•

SPECIAL SALE on EVERGREENS FOR SALE-Baby bed, practically.
-Let a government trained man new mattress. Phone 693-W-1. lp

For Sale

word, minimum charge

CARD OF THANKS

For Rent

help you plan and- plant your
COR SALE- House, 5 rooms down
,--OR SALE -300 acres land. 1 milet Enna&
grrounds-Barnett s -Nursery. stairs, 1 up: garage in basement. FOR RENT -- Furnished bedroom,
advance for each insertion.
from Poryear. Three settlements / South Eighth
lp
and Elm' Streets. Phone 118M,• or see Nix Craw- girls only. Phone 350-R.
Grows corn. biol..er tobacco, and phone
142. ,
•
DOC ,ford.
-•
lp
wheat. Highly .productive, with
_
IN MEMORY OF
plenty - of buildings. POMession FOR SALE-9x12 wool rug, one ba:
FOR SALE-One Remington Auto1,
1946
Will sell one- by's bath. one folding gate. Phone
January
Notices
BROOKS F'EROUSON
matic gun, No. 12 guage; one
third, half or all. Bog 109. Pur- 251-J. at 504 Olive St.
lc Hammerless Pump. No. 12 guage:
i
memory of a precious
hiving
In
WANT TO BUY typewriters add- ' POSITIVELY NO HUNTING allow- year, Tenn.' .
- N15p 1
one male setter bird dog, trained:
ing machines, cr.sh registers and -.ed with dogs or gum $1000 re-1
FOR SALE---Large cast iron stove, two male pointer bird dogs. pups, nephew, Brooks Ferguson. who was
_.!
self' at once . suitable for a big building; also a
....ALE--Must
b
used office furniture.•- Kirk A. ward for information leading 10
10 months old,- glio. some shells. killed 'while on militarY duty In
•
bed morn suit,. and wool rukl quantity of good linoleum.
Pool. 509- Main- St., or
phone arrest and conviction.---T E McTele- Ir.. T. McNutt, Farmers Tractor & Germany. Darling, if this world
jip good as mw. Husband in set- phone
GO,
If Kinney.
299.
le Impl. Co., Phone 33. Res. Phone Was ours to give, we would give it.
vice. See them at the home of i
570J.
lc yes, and more. to see the one we
'Mrs. Roy Baker, iliardin, KY 'FOR SALE--One nice bicycle ready
WANTED to. rent a farm. or would I
love so dear, and have you back
i
.
Route 1.
share crop-Thomas Lamb. Mizell
SALE-Two lady's
coats, once more.. Nothing can ever fill
N150 1 to run-A. B. Carlton. northwest FOR
There will be a PIE SUPPER
Route 2.
•
-I of Penny on Murray Rt. 2.
N15p I
lp small sizt; two or three good the emptiness that is in our lives
'
SATURDAY NIGHT, NOV. 17,
.AN OUTSTANDING OPF'ORTUNI- FOR SALE-- One 1-rpw Interns.; ----- - --r- •
dresses. Inquire at the Ledger & and homes. Only those who have
at PALESTINE SCHOOL. Evtional
corn
picker
in
good
condiTY:
I
FOR
SALEPractically
including excellent training
new drop Times:
LADIES--Full or part time to sell
lp lust know the terrible pain that
eryone invited. Proceeds for
tion.
See
Hafford
Parker
at
Park_
'
leaf
mahogany dining table and 1
Maisonette Frocks. Slips and Chit- course, will be given man who
will forever live in the hearts of
benefit of new church builder's Garage or E.-W. Outland at chairs, also pad for table. Call ' Want Ads-The
little fellows the loved ones left behind
dren's Dresses. Write Earl Carr, can qualify. If you are ambitious
ing.
lp
Outland's
Loose
Leaf
Floor,
N15.2
5734.
lc with the big pulling power.
616 Covert Ave. Evansville.. N29 • and like people: please give full inGood.
Aunt, Rubble
,
•
- ----.--,formation in you reply Veterars
FOR SALE-180.acre farm located
WANTED- An'unfurnished house can qualify. Wrtle
Box 32-W,
4 1-2 miles north of Murray and
or apartment; about
4 rooms • Murray. Ky.
N15p
one-half mile off the Paducah
needed. Will take them now or
'
Illighway on Cole's Camp Ground
C9MF'ANY_
any time-Ryan King: notify Lowcrates in more than nalf of the road. Will sell all or in part. See
ell King, phone
United States. Van Service. Op- Mrs. A. J Starks or write Orvis
DISTRICT AGENTS wanted for erates in Arkansas. Kentucky, Crne, 4805 Barrie N. W., Canton.
N15c
Calloway County and -Vicinity by I Tennessee. _Georgia. .11/11„isissippL 7. Ohio.
old lane legal reserve company to Alabatna. North Carolina.- South
FOR SALE-Bargain prices on resell Health, Accident, Haalataliza" Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, Flormainder of my furniture- tables.
non and Life Insurance. Highest ida. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louischairs., clock. chifforube .few eleciana,
Maryland. Michigan, ' New
commissions paid
Write" Great
trical pieces; alstli twin bedroom
Northern Life Insurance Company. Jersey. New York. Ohio, Oklahosuite May be seen sat 102 S. 14th
110 South Dearborn St. Chicago, ma. Pennsylvania. Texas. West
St.
145
Ill_ Zone 3.
tf Virginia.. District of Columbia and
Deleware. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at FOR SALE- One McCormick DeerWANTED-An apartment or house night. Paris. Tenn.
Mch 46 ing 2-row planter. Practically new
for service man's wile and two
See I. T Fair, half mile•off Conchildren. Phone I77-J.
lp
cord highway.
MONUMENTS
lp
•
MAN WANTED to supply Raw- Murray Marble & Granite Works. FOR SALE-Two Navy coats. •onc
leigh's Household Products to con- East Maple St, near Depot Tele-. long, size 38. and one short style.
phone 121. Porter White and 1... D. size 40. Price, two tor $25. See
sumers in Trigg.. Marshall and
IN THE BEAN COFFEE retains its fresh
SAVI UP TO A DIME A POUND
Outland, Managers.
Raymond Clayton. tlizel. Ky.
lp
Graves Counties.
train and
flavor and fragrant oils. That's why Kroger
help you Good' profits for bust- WANTED-, Mattresses to rebuild.
Dates
.grinds
Spotlight
it
in
tbe
Hut
beer.
•
FOR SALE - Used bath tub and
krs No experience necessary Jo We will pick up your old matonly to your °nice l'era, get all the fresh
warm •morning heater. See. R. A.
start
Pleasant. profitable. digni- tresses ar.i Make them new.
flavor, fragrance. and satisfying tidiness of
Myers or call 278.
Ip
fied work
write today--Raw- I Paris Mattress Co. G S Jeckso_n,
fine coffee in Hot•Dated Spotlight-coffee
leigh's. Dept KYK-181. 53. Free,4436 E Washington Si, Paris, Tenn. FOR SALE-Used Rittimoncl. pilnc
at its freshest best!
•
pert. Ill
1 phone .979- W,
good condition, at bargain price,.
phone_ 3
N
phone 361-W or contact Mrs. Har.
STREAMLINED
WRECKER
SERold Ezell at Five Points.
WANTED-Day and night bell boy,
lc
PECK
Red or White
VICE New equipment. 24-hour
Apply in persfrr:
,
-_Rotel Na- 1
tapproxi.wt
35
100-lb.
bag
siast. deneridable Wrecker Service. FOR SALE -Pianos in good tune;
tional.
N22p
Charges reasonable. Day phone phay good, with free delivery-YELLOW GLOBE
WANTED - 200 bales NOT 1 Jap 97 Night phone 424-Porter Mo-I Harry Edwards. 426 So 6th St, PaCALIFORNIA
Bunch
tory Company. Chevrolet Sales and ducah. Ky.
lp
hay Must be green and leafy10-pound bag
Service.
tf
T E McKinney Hazel Route 3, 1
FOR SALE-Outboard motor, 3
Large 5-d
Hoeza
.dsize
CALIFORNIA
Pound
mile south of Midway on High- POST WAR DEALER' IN HOT- h p Water
Witch, practically new
way 45.
N29p
POINT
6
APPLIANCES-H. E. Jen- Ideal for hunting and fishing kins, telephone 498.
Adams & Kennedy.li
8-Lb. Bag
FLORIDA
WANTED TO BUY Tobaccosticks
Texas Seedless
See Outland Brothers, or call UNW.NTED ri A t.Fi REMOVED FOR SALE-Larie perfect, blue
10-lb bag
N22c from fare, arms. and -legs by the
134
white diamond. Unusually tJrmodern method of Electrolysis --- liant
Special bargain induceCOUNTRY CLUB
NO.
CAN
approved by physicians. This ments. Beautiful Christmas Fitt
Choice Quality Sliced
method is permanent a n d pain- and investment. Addfess 32-A.
Cyrene Williams, RN., Phone Manly, Ky.
POPULAR BRANDS
-szi
162-W
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in

1

VULCANIZING.
•

- ONE IYAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes
HALE SERVICE
STATION.
East Highway

r-

Pug
on
legs
fror
last
civi
tori
has

Services Offered

-.An

I

IKEMP movitip

fresher
flavor'
here

I

Order Your
THANKSGIVING
TURKEY

hot-dated
here!

We

4

a.

Today!

Onions, nice, 5-lb. bag .
30c
Potatoes, 100-lb. bag, $2.49; peck 45c
Cabbage, pound
3c
Oranges, nice, 216 size, dozen
35c
Lemons, 360 size, dozen
28c
Lettuce and Celery
nice.
Soda, Baking, bulk, 3 lbs.
10c
Beans, G. N. or Pinto, 3 lbs.
25c
Milk, Libby's tall, 2 cans
15c
Green Beans, No. 2 can
11c
Turnip Greens, 2: size can
13c
Chocolate Syrup
27c
Ovaltine, large size
56c
Coffee, Maxwell House, 1 lb.
33c
Early June Peas, No. 2 can . .
11c
Gloss Starch, Penick, 4 - 5c boxes
16c
Corn Flakes, Kellogg, 18-oz.
13c
Stove Pokers, each
25c
Teel Liquid Dentrifice
23c
School Satchels, all rubber
$1.35
Ironing Boards
$2.49
Salt and Pepper Shakers, each
Sc
Ironing Cords
50c
High Chair for Children
$4.79
Rocking Chair for Children . . S3.50
Mendits for mending Pots and Pans 10c
Lamp Chimneys, decorated, each
15c
Soup, Tomato, 10. = oz. Phillips
7c
Orange Juice, No. 2 can
18c
Mustard, prepared, qt. jar
10c
Coffee, bulk, fresh ground. lb.
15c
Baking Powder, K. C., large 50-oz. 35c
Vick's Salve
27c
Toilet Soap, Sweetheart, 3 bars
20c
Matches, carton of 6 boxes
24c
Dippers, Aluminum, each
29c
Horn Seed Sowers, each
79c
Cyclone Seed Sowers, each
$2.25
Thermos Bottles
98c
Stove Boards, 28x34
$1.39
Cups and Saucers, green glass, set
69c
$5.25
24-in. Stove, cast front
24-in. Stove, steel door
$5.25
$5.50
26-in. Stove, steel door
$2.59
22-in. stove, $3.49; 20-in.
Rat Nip, a sure,killer, 35c size
25c

POST WAR,,.As soon as availableI
, LOOK! LOOK!,
we will have • compiete tido al
Will pay cash delivered
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance.
Fri. and Sat., Nov. 16-17
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bot- Heavy Hens
23c
tled Gas Purdom Hardware, North Leghorns
2Ic
5th Street
ft
21c
Springs

Murray,

Leghorn
Heavy Springs

MEMORIALS

.

23c
]Sc

Calloway County Monument Com- Roosters
46c
pany 'ester A. Orr, sales mana- Eggs
ger Phone 85 West Main Street Turkeys
32c
Extended
Prices subject to change
without notice
ri'NERAL DESIGNS-rut flowers
and corsages-Rules Flouer Shop, "Eph" and- Carrie Pearl Huie.
South 15th St Phone 479
Phone 441
'T So. 13th St.
--

u

Boggess Produce Co.

15-POUND
POTATOES
$2
ONIONS
59c CARROTS
HEAD LETTUCE
12` GRAPES
ORANGES
58c GRAPEFRUIT
212
PEACHES
CIGARETTES
CARTON
COUNTRY CLUB
MILK
3 TALL CANS
NO. 2 CAN
GREEN BEANS AVONDALE or VALUE BRAND
Bag
COFFEE SPOTLIGHT BRAND 21'
3
COUNTRY CLUB
Sliced
25-Pound Sack
2 L20,-Labyes 20c FLOUR
BREAD

25c
13(
59c

-Pound

CLOCK

White

CLEAR SAILING

WISCOS

SPINACH
JUICE

NO 2

CAN

CRACKERS
3
LYE

EX. STD.

12c PEAS
FRAZIER BRAND

LARGE 46-0Z. CAN

29c CATSUP

COUNTRY CLUB SODA

$1 07

2 CAN

12c

14-0Z. BOTTLE

18c

NO.

WHITE

1

°UND BOX

16c CORN MEAL 10-LB

SACK

COUNTRY CLUB

MERRY WAR

13-0Z. CANS

25c

TOMATO JUICE

Large

46 oz

CHUCK CUTS
VEAL,ROAST U. S. Govt. Grade "A"
ROUND or SIRLOIN
BEEF STEAK U. S. Govt. Grade "A"
YOUNG TURKEYS FOR THANKSGIVING

BUY BONDS

39c
9c
16c
59c
26c

Pound

GRAPEFRUIT

43`
can 23,

Pound

Pound

for the
FUTURE
SECURITY

H & G WHITING

FISH

POUND

MINCE MEAT

Enjoy Your Thanksgiving With These
FINE FOODS
50c
Coop Fed Fine Hens
63c
Choice Young Turkeys
38c
Cranberries, lb.
Crisp Celery and Lettuce
$2.00
Fruit Cake, 2 lbs.
$1.90
Cheese
5 lbs. American
....... 18c
Pumpkin, No. 2 can ,. .
20c
Mince Meat, None-Such, pkg.
35c
King Salted Peanuts,8-oz. can
Small English Peas, No. 2 can, 2 for 35c
14c
Yams, 2 pounds
30c
Hard Candies, jar
30c
46-oz. can Tomato Juice

27`
39c

FANCY
GRADE "A"

COUNTRY STYLE LINK
POUND

C. CLUB BULK

TOTE TM
East Main Street

19c PORK SAUSAGE
FRESH CALF
c
Pound
22 BRAINS

Pound

35c
18c

U. S. GOVT. GRADE "A"

MARGARINE,

POUND

‘iislcaTCH FEED
SS
DAIRY FEED 100 Pounds

100 Pounds

13' A
L BY CHICK FEED

17c BEEF ROAST
$3 58

$2

'
E ° MASH

72

$3.30
100 Lbs

CHUCK CUTS
Pound
100 Pounds

26c
63.63

100 Pounds

$2.22

WESCO STARTING-GROWING
100 Pounds

$3.81

BRAN
MASH

GUARANTEED BRANDS:
Roy any Kroger brand item. Like Ills well as or better
than any other, or return unused portion in original container, and we will replace it, absolutely FREE, with
the same item in any brand we sell, regardless of price.

KROGERE9

TOLLEY'S FOOD MARKET

•

T'.:LEPHONE 37

Ky.
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We wish to express our thanks
and sincere appreciation to each
and everyone who so graciously
helped Zennie in any way during
her last illness; for the lovely flowers You tplaced in her room - she
diekilove and appreciate them so
moat: for the many expresaions of
sympathy when she passed away.
and the things you so generously
did in a material way to help
lighten our sorrow: for all these
we are grateful. Thank you and
God bless you.-C. B. Ford and the
Haley and Erwin families.

r"
:

L
LOST- A wallet belonging to Miss
Nancy Elmore. Frankfort. Ky.,
containing a minimum of 12500.
and valuable p.apers. eather Sitlir.
ilaY ,or Sunday - while in Murray.
-• A $500 reward will be offered for
)seturn of purse i.ni contents to
/doter National.
1P,

LOST.-Black
pup. 4 mos.
Its
return
1588-J-1.

per

Wanted

i.(;:-.1- ii..,-Ic
dog
long haired
.Pemeraniani. gone since Toesday night. Name. "Frisky... ReMrs Rupert Outland. 210
..- ward
IC
' South Ninth St.

-LOST -Yellow "cur- female dog
Name -.Lady "-Gloria
Ethridge.
107 N. 7th Se
lp
LCYST--One- black flannel square
--ticarf with orange flowers and
fringed edge Lost on the night of
,Halloween around court square
Arin.fer please return -to or call
Mrs'E C Jones. phc.mc 302
lp
-110ST- One riding boot somewhere
around square. Return to 119 E.
Main Street. and 'receive reward
lp

2c
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away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive cititens
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Professor On Leave From Murray
Is Named Aide to Army Historian

J. N. Helm, Educator, Bowling
Retired In Murray lAdopts

Rev. T. H. Mullins Welcome to Murray,
New Residents'
Is In Memphis
Conference
New residents are arriving here

Green

Murray Thoroughbreds Score 33-13
Homeconung Victory Over Wesleyan

J. N. Helm, 84 years. and an edu,
Murray State's -rampaging Thor- yards and Verctpck kicked the eN.
each week and former neighbors
-,
cator of well known experience, recheered a tra point.
Saturday
The Rev, T. H. Mullins:Jr., pastor
oughbreds
earn
To
returning.
are
friends
and
sides in Murray "and is active in
of First Methodist Church, is in the Ledge and Times joins the rain-chilled Homecoming crowd by.
Glenn 'Johns, Wesleyan left halfof
s
Bowling Green, Ky.-Member
community and church affairs. Mr.
'Manning roughshod through mud back, kept the Titans in the game
Union City, Tenn.. this week atHelm, an uncle.of Miss Emma Helm a Civil Service Commission were tending the annual session of the community in saying "Welcome. over Illinois Wesleyan of Bloom- by hitting the middle of Murray's
be
will
here
living
Cole,
that
W.
hope
We
who is anexperienced teacher and named by Mayor Gaston
The victory line for seven Ards.
Taylor's
Bishop J.
Memphis Conference.
It is good to have ington, Ill, 33-13.
who taught for several years in the a few minutes after councilmen in Lloyd Deceit .will preside ever the your happiness.
the fifth for Merray against kick for the extra point was no
was
-r-Fesides with his a called session had passed two conference and Dr. R. H. Short, .you here.
Training Sehoo
one tie and one loss this season.
good.
Listed among those. recently reordinances creating such a system.
neice.
the Upper Room, will be turning are:
The defeat was second for IlliTommy "Rat" Walker, Brownsreadings of the ordinances editor of
First
Before coming to Murray. he
preacher.
'elite, Tenn., in for Underwood at
Ralph P. White, Coldwater Rd. nois Titans in seven 'games.
were given Wednesday afternoon the conference
taught in the West until he retired
Mr. Mullins has completed fuer
J. B. Watson. 1603 Hamilton Ave
The Breds lost no time in grab- halfback, made the final touchin a called session and councilseveral years ago.aHe is a graduate
Rev. H. A. West, S. 16th St.
bing the lead when Tom Coving- down of the game by smacking
men were summoned to meet again years as pastor of First Methodist
Mexico
of the Silver City, New
W. N. Thurman, 415 S. 8th St.
ton, frosh halfback, broke through over left tackle for one foot. Three
Thursday to give final approval. Church. During his pastorate, 308
State Teachers College where he
Guy Nation, Jr.. 1108 Main
left tackle and tore away from plays earlier he had run back a
The ordinances, drafted as sub- have been added to the church and
taught psychology, grammar and
Norville Cole, 1214 Main
three Titans tot score from the Titan kickoff for 93 yards to put
stitutes for two measures passed the organigation and working methEnglish. He busied himself with
recently, action on which his been ods of the church have been ex- o Vaginialee T. Wyatt, 207 V. 16th. seven-yard line. George Verchick, the ball on the five-yard line. Versummer work, too, and for 20 years stayed by a permanent injunction panded and improved. The Sunday
South chick's kick for the extra point
quarterback from
G. E. Deelingham, West H'way. Navy
that
in
he did institute teaching
J. M. Lassiter, 505 Poplar
Plainfield, N. J., kicked the extra was no good.
obtained by Mayor-elect D. D. school has outgrown its facilities
•
state.
Duel Russell, S. 7th & SycaMorl pornt.
Spencer, create a Civil Service and additional propery has been
During the same time. Murray's
lie was superintendent of No-. system for Bowling Green City purchaied for the purpose of exSam Jones, /tally trainee from State's next and final opponent
W. H. Norman, Mulberry St.
cone -High School in fet;cona. Tex,. employees and place firemen and panding the present b-ntleting.- The- -Claude Barnett, Vh•st•44'way.Tampa-in--for thit.h.-rareoal, stistetned for-:the 1945 season; Univeraity
for ten years.
Velda Bucy, 904 Main
over one yard through center in Chateinodga, was defeating Vanpolicemen under it and create a plans will include the erection of
Charlie Roberts, South Broad
the second quarter .for Murray's derbilt of Nashville, Tenn., 13-6 at
Mr. Helm remains interested in pension fund' for these depart- a new parsonage.
•
Charles Farrell, St. Johns St.
second touchdown. Verchick agent 'Nashville.
education of the community, and ments.
The Wesley Foundation which is
•
Don Johndrow, 1604ke Miller
kicked the point.
Named to the commission and I the Methodist student program, has
in church Work. He watches keenoriTTa
came
s
scores
Chattanooga'
.
L. G. Crisp, Gatlin Bldg.
Dale McDaniel, frosh.from South -sestained drive and a long pass in
ly the newspapers and comments on sworn in Thursday morning were been established at Murray State
G. S. Smith,-.521 S. 4th St
Bend.; Ind.. subbing for Cooing- the second period while VanderDR. FORME:,I C. POGUE
the value of them. He being an ed- Earl B. Wingfield, Clarence I... Teachers College during Mr. MulLamar Farmer, S. 9th St.
ton, galloped around left end for bilt scored in the 4ggirtg as result
ucator and teacher of psychology, Broome. and Emmett Thomas. Ap- lins' pastorate under the leadership
Acree Miller, 10.1 N. 12th St.
seven yards and the Breds' thicdtsInf an 85-yard driv'e7.
the coverage of combat iftstory, English and grammar, is well qual- proval if the appointees was voted of Mrs. G. T. Hicks, The Foundation
Frank Pace, colored), Ash W..
tnpriter in the third frame. -Ver
he helped cover the invasion story, ified to pass judgment on the qual- by the council, but no saiary wise serves 188 Methodist students and a
Thefoughrecis will -meet
11, C. Vinson, N. 2nd St.
chick's kick was wide.
reporting on the landing on Oma- ity of the press and methods of set.
University of Chattanooga at Chatnumber of students whose churches
St.
13th
N.,
the
Lewis,
Stringers
Katharine
covered
Second
on
he
Score
Later
Titans
Beach.
ha
public schools. The Ledger & Times
tanooga Saturday afternoon, Noare not represented in Murray.
Mrs. Beet McCallon, 1101 Poplar
With Murray's second stringers vember 17
fighting through France and Ger- considered it an honor to -have him
In addition to his church duties
St.
6th
N.
scored
the
406
then
of
Rose,
T.
Titans
Illinois
G.
meeting
the
in,
the
many and
pay high compliments on the work
Mr. Mullins also serves as chairman
.
John Ed Covington, 107 N. 14th. when Ed Duranczy, subbing for 4
American and Russian forces at and quality of this paper,,,
of the Murray Ministers' AssociaMarion Cook, 206 E. 'Maple
Johns at half, took the ball over r
Torgau.
tion, chairman of the Murray Park
Jack Belote. 304 N. 14th St.
from the 12-yard line. Dick 'Tay-al
Held Exchange Fellowship
Charles I. Henry, superintendent Board and vice-president of. the Flo'
J. C. Stone, South 14th St
lor sub guard, kicked the extra
his Tax Reduction Bill
August,
Kentuckian received
since
schools
The
Mayfield
of
tary Club, having always taken a
J. D Downs, South 15th St.
point.
and
history
European
14esignahis
,
in
D.
Truman
submitted
By
has
Ph.
Signed
1940,
deep interest in the affairs of the
Little Johnnie Underwood, Mur-:
international relations from Clark
• - - -twit to the City Board of Educa- community.candidate for any "all" tam.
ray's
The
Via
Buy!
1937White
0...The
Rent
Nov.
Swap!
During
Sell!
Washington,
des1939.
be
to
in
time
University
tion, effective'St a
The Quarterly Conference of Ledger and Times Want Ad Way. ripped through right tackle for 13
38 he held an American exchange Howie today announced that Pres- ignated by the board. He gave ill
•
First Methodist Chti•rch has adopted
fellowship in diplomacy at the ident 'Truman . has signed a bill health as the .cause.
4mir.•
•••••—a”..••••••.11.•••••11M••••••to Bishop J.
addresrled
reeolutiop
a
giving business and individuals a
He was principal of Madisonville
Robert A.
stash of $5,920.000.000 in l0 taxes. High .S6hool for .1 years before Lloyd Deceit and Dr.
district superintendent, askTruman thus became ttle first .t_3rning to Mayfield and has been
for-Mr!-Mtel4MO rett.toik
'
President in 16 Tears.to sijW a-getc- in icli-oirwork more "than 30 Yeati.
other year.
AGENTS
eral tax reduction meaaure. Not
Regular services-tv4 be held at
lance Herbert Hoover put-his sigA Three Act 'Mystery Comedy
Casualty
FIRE
•
Automobile
the First Methodist Church here
nature on a "Christmas present"
Sunday morning with Hall Hood in
reduction in 1929 has there been
- at
charge. At the 10:e0 morning seran over-all redilttion.
Gatlin Building
Telephone 331
vice he will give an address on
Congressional sponsors of the
Up."
"Growing
stimulate
would
it
Kentucky
legislation said
Murray,
Clay Beale Morris, son of the • Ed Filbeck will conduct the 7
business in the- reconversion period
Mrs.
and
Morris
Clifford
Dr.
late
and create jobs.
o'clock evenitilf service and will
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
Mary Beale Morris, was elected speak on "Sixty Hours From Anya
in
Springs
Dawson
where."
Dr. Pogue mayor of
University of Paris
close race last Tuesday when he
taught European history at Western
candidate,
defeated the Democratic
State Teachers College, Bowling,
by t12
'
HOME E. CLUB
J. C. Hayes 327-289. Morris is the
Green. Ky.. in 1933. but shortly
present mayor who had been 'apwent to Murray College.
pointed to fill out the unexpected
ADMISSION:
Dr. Pogue indicated he plans to
Russell Beshear, who rethe close of term of
at
Murray
to
return
Adults 30c
signed in August.
Students 20c
his service with the Historical
Mr. Morris is the grandson
Section.
ll
•-•
`the War A. B. Beale and is the ese
phew of Trernorn Beale. Misses
Bettie and Cappie Beale, and Mn'
J. I. Hosick. He was born in Murray, and has many friends who are
pleased at.his success in the. re-

Civil Service

C.
Washington -- Dr. Forrest
Pogue, professor of history now
on leave from Murray State College, Murray. 'Ky., was discharged
from the Army at Etampes, France,
last week to accept the position of
civilian assistant to the chief historian in the European Theater, it
has been learned here.
Dr. Pogue, vrho has served in
- the Army 42 months, was a meter sergeant at the time of his di charge. His new position earnh
with it citatian rank and pay approximately equivalent to that of
a colonel in the Army. His duties
Include editorial supervision of a
number of projects being 'written
on the tactical history of the war
in the European Theater. 'The
Historical Section consists of more
than 200 officer, enlisted and ci• •
vilian personnel.
Have 25 Tons of Reports
Headed • by Cul. S. I.. A. Marshall, Detroit newspaperman, radio
commentator and author. the theater's Historical Section has been
charged by the War Department
with the mission of preparing reports on the operations of the
United States Army in Europe
since the beginning of the war. As
a basis for their work they have
more than 25 tons of official reports in addition to thousands of
pages of front-line interview material gathered by combat historians.
Dr. Pogue joined the Historical
Section, War Department 0-2. in
March. 1944, after nearly two years
in the Army.. Alter training in
•
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V 17,
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Mayfield School
Head Resigns

DIAMOND TAXI]
Telephone 232

—
Clay Beale Morris
Wins Mayor's, Race"
In Dawson.Springs

HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL
NOVEMBER 17
7:15 O'Clock

THEREISTIRA"VALUE IN
NEW DI LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL
every gallon of this high octane gasoline is blended the correct amount of"X"
the great New D-X
content ... a special, high heat•resisting lubricant. This "X"-tra makes
cylinder parts.
upperfor
protection
provides
it
that
in
gasolines
ordinary
all
different from

Into

!NMI OCTANE
64104.INE

Upper-Cylinder Lubrication
...at no extra cost

ELUGNOLIONT.:
---M
INSURANCE

WINTERIZE YOUR CAR
NOW!

cent race.

Lt. R. L. Woodall
Gets D. F. Cross

We'll Save You Time and Miiney!

CALCUTTA - First Lieutenant
Rupert L. Woodall. co-pilot. of
Route 4. Murray, Ky., has been
Distinguished Flying
attended
Cross, it has been announced by
II. 'runner,
Brig. Gen. William
commanding general of the India('bins Division. Air Transport Com-

WILL YOUR CAR STAND THIS WINTER?
It will if you have us tune it up for winter driving. Do it
now, and you won't get caught short by a sudden cold
snap. PLAY SAFE and SAVE!

mand.
The India-China Division is completing, by homeward movements
of freight and personnel, its war
mission of trans-India. India-China
and intra-China transport. It has
made air history by flying cargo
and passengers, in regularly schedday-an -night transit over
uled
routes once virtually unuseable,
primarily the famed Hump. Its
aviation
say
war contribution,
leaders, has provided far-reaching
portents for the future 7..of air
transport on a world-wide scale.
July 1945. saw 71,000 tons cross the
Hump. while at the moment of
Jae surrender the date was nearly
• i
two tons a minute.

CI:11131.71L

5,

PRAZ

4

'BEWARE OF MURDER."

4

PROTECT YOUR CAR WITH ANTI-FREEZE

*

In addition to this protective feature, for which you
•

4

Chest
"Col

extra, New D-X and D-X Ethyl deliver the
extra power, speed, mileage. Intl-knock performance
and quick-starting you want for better, more economi•
cal driving. Try a tankful on a money-back guarantee.
See the dealer at the D-X Sign today.
pay no

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

Now to help relieve con-

gestion and irritation
In upper bronchial
tubes, muscular soreness or tightness.
mt*iing spasms-meet young mothers
eubVirksVapoRubonthrost,chestaial
back at bedtime. And at once Vapialtub

Engine Pans Piotected
by the Special lubricant
Blended into OX Minot Fuel

ipliVentitre$
to upper bronchial
tubes with its special
medicinal vapors

There are hundreds of gasolines...but only ONE NC

beving

miseries

o f children's

colds. Try

'...04,1EAMIEZ.Wr

gelStr-r•Ift.r

BRAKES. We do a fast, expert job
of relining brakes. and we do it cheaply. too.

If you're driving a car that
makes all sorts of queer noises,
you'd better bring it to ,Lks
quick. We'll rid your car of
squeaks by doing an expert job
of greasing.

Is your car an oil- burner?
You're wasting money if it is.
Our mechanics can do a real
job of ridding your car of the
smoke screen:

Don't put off checking your
breakes. Brakes that are faulty .are likely to fail just when
you need them most. It's a precaution to save trouble latpr.

STOKES-BILLINGTON MOTOR CO.
Incorporated

-

•

ft•

s's

4

tLCOPY FADED
•

.
a

•

Telephone 170

Authorized Ford Dealers

K

— -1111.•••••
1
'
' .....4.
•
•••
10.4.:Al'444.4411~4.101•413$9,

•

TUNE UP! Get the best performance
car by having your motor
checked noet.

VIPs.°PUN.

,•
-

from your

•

SrMiatecrie3
chest and back
surfaces like
ard
warming poultice.
...VapoRub
comforting
soothing,
So
Invites restful sleep and keeps on working for hours to relieve distress. And.
ONLY VAPORUB Gives You this speIt's
cial penetra ting-stimulating action.
rrthe best known home remedy for
18 3

GREASING. The grease lob ec give
Is a thorough Job. Your Car will ran
better longer.

•
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THE LEDG

Letters To Editor

AMERICAN
EDUCATION

••S

TIMES. MU AY. KENTUCKY

HEART THOUGHTS BY L. HART

1

THURSDAY, 0-VE.MBER 1-4.1445-

TH1

Veterans' Corner OWL
SCOUT '
NEWS

Squadron •F"
Q. Where is the nearest place I
Homecoming Saturday was wet, flowers
3505th AA? Base Unit
. . and they have glad- can contact a representative of the
Scott Field. Illinois cold, and windy, but that didn't dened our hearts here
the
past Veterans Administration,
Noeember 7. 1943 damped or 'chill the good feeling of
summer . . . I will treasure this
A. Robert E. Hale, who is a
Mrs. George Hart
the 200 graduates who returned to
WEEK :NOV.11 .17
••••• '4
walk that is to be my special fea- Veterans Administration representLedger ek Times .
the Murray State College campus
ture of our home . s . I want it to ative, may be contacted at the
Murray. Kentucky
for the first homecoming since 1942.
be as sacred and as dear as was United States Employment SerDear Mrs. Hatt:
•
Of the 200 graduates who were on
The Silver-AnniVersary of American Education. Week It gives .me-a great source of the campus during the -day, 115 the little garden that I left . , I vice Office, 212 F.ast Broadway,
BROWNIE REPORT
is being celebrated November 11 to 17 ... this week at the pleasure to write to you at this were at the luncheon at the Train- want it' to be a special friendship Mayfield, Ky.
The Brownies met in the basegarden
.
..
one
where
friends
meet
Q.
I
was
granted
disability
a
city schools. Above is the official emblem. Slogan of the time and thank you and the Led- ing Schoql. It was thrilling to see
ment of the First Christian Church
and chat . . one that will gladden pension by the Veterans Adminweek is "Visit Your Schools" to encourage parents to be- ger and Times for *hat you have faces long absent from Murray at other
Wednesday afternoon. November 7,
hearts as it contributes to our istration after my discharge.
A
done for the service men from that the dining table enjoying the fellowcome more familiar with American Education.
at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Muke Overhappiness.
few
days
ago I received notice to
bey and Mrs. Robt. Jarman as
Murray High School and Dougl'as High School are area in reporting news of them of ship of others returned. Among
_
report to a certain veterans hosint'ereales
their families and those who had been gone many.
leaders. -- Seventeen members were
The meeting of the Murray Wo- pital for an examination. Must I
open for visitors 'nurser& afternoon from 1 to 3 o'clock. friends. res
The facts of your en- monttis were Usher Bell, Owen-Ril_
present and we divided into two
and. Thursday evening at 6:30 patrons and friends of Mur- deavors were brought - to me lington. Everett Crane, Lt. Ray man's Club Thursday was oue of undergo that examination?
SRO RA.2
groups. Those in Group 1 are as
Thearsones of men ont now MEWisig
ray High School are invited to supper served from the high "through comments of fellows and ; Moore, Lt J P. Tucker. Hawthorne the best meetings I have attended
A. Veterans receiving compenfollows:
school cafeteria. The entire building will be open for in- various Clippings sent to me by I Wallis. James Smoot. Hal Houston, in many months . . . It was strik- sation from the Veterans Adminis- in the Reviler Army. Join now and
Margaret Ruth Atkins, ankley
ingly interesting because the mem- tration must report
SEE
THE
JOB
THROUGH!
for physical
spection'after the supper and short program.
I Mother 'taken from the „Ledger, Capt. George ,Patterson. Lt. Alvin
Cathey. Emma Lou Hatcher. Lyndia
bers were concerned in things dear examination whenever
ettoost
YOUR
'RANCH or sreviet
ordered to
Kopperud. Lt. Jimmie Rickman,
Fay Jackson, Yvonne McDaniel,
Approximately a quarter million dollars is invested and Ti s.
to Merray's heart ... Practically the do so. Otherwise the compensaAND OV11
in our local schools and about $65,000 is being spent an- To say that 1 and others are Lt. Joe L. Bankers and Art Col- whole meeting was given to the tion will be canceled until the ex- Traiel• Education • Seceriey• Career Betty Clara Russel. Patsy Shackeltenni. These men,
of them consideration
ford. Julianne West, Diana WillFor I I
of others. The Girl amination is made and there Is a
I
nually for instruction and maintenance. Such an invest- grateful. I hope, in some way in uniform, others some
'
in civilian cimight let you know that your efiams. Mary Helen Waters, SanU. S. ARMY RICCRUITINO °Prier
Scouts were given first considera- new determination of physical inment should attract the attention. of the citizens of the forts are greatly appreciated
vilian
clothes,
were
recognized
by tion.
dra Lancaster.
and
Plans are being made for capacity.
Open In Murray Friday afternoon
community.
the
president,
Holland Rose.
have been of great service and
Those in GrouV-71 are: Fidelia
each of the six departments to
The war is over. The time has come to get the Youth consolation to many,
Q. Does a veteran have to take and Saturday of each week,. In- Austin, Carolyn Castaway, Mary
There were others present who. sponsor one of the six Girl
Scout
quire
Post
at
Office.
his old job back'
who dropped out for a war job back to school. Education I Having worked with Dad for Mr: had not been back in a long time, Troops ., . By that
Beth Furchess, Leah Dell Hopit means
kins, Loufse Jones, Aneta Rowisincreasingly essential for the individual's welfare. The Iliart. I came to know through the and all enjoyed being together and each of the troops will have onethat
A. No. The Selective Service
of
national welfare-is also at stake in the ---kinerof prepara- manflEings Re did fiii• me. some- singing the gOod old college days the departments to furnish six Law guarantees reinstatement to employer may pay a trainee salary land, Jackie S-hroat, Annette Ward,
lion youth has for the future. Children are no longer net+ thing Of the Witlingnest On his pail songs. Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods chairmen to look after and direct your old job milder certain con- representing the difference between Clara Ann Wilson, Pat Wisehart,
'ed in the nation's labor force. Keeping them off the labor , to help those who desired to help were the guests of the Alumni As. the six fields of activities of the ditions) if you want it, but It' Is the -subsietence allowance provided Beverly Ann White, Jenny Sue
Stubblefield, Ann Barnett.
and his sense of fair sociation at the luncheon. Dr. Scouts . . . The next thing voted not compulsory.
by the' Federal Government and
market can he a significant factor in aiewring full employA report Was made as to the
Q I am an honorably discharged
Woods made the only address. and was for the youth of the two
PlaY,
high
the "journeyman's pay". The com- number
ment- to adults. Children's mot important business is edveteran of World War II. How
of Girl Scout calendars
that was short and right to the schools. The Woman's Club
has
a•
bined
wages
CANNOT
exceed
the
ucation. They hate but one opportunity for an educa- At' a time when seversraces
the Brownies had sold and it was
and creeds were united in a corn- point. He spoke directly about the long intended to give parties for would you advise me to apply for minimum wage foe such occupa=
tion. If•-they are well educated, they will be better citi- I reton
surplus war property"
found that 25 had already been
cause asainat a common en- things we needed and things that the young people df the town, but
t ion.
•
zens and more effective producers and consumers.
sold.
A. We would advise that you
emy, las in_g_a_ member of a misuse. graduates could do for the college. this, and that have 'delayed the
if-al/The natiOn's boys and jr41s are to go to school at tty group, it kept my faith strong The C'irowd liked Dr. Woods. Every- 'good intentions. Now two real par- write full details to the Smaller Subsistence For Disabled Veterans The-time and 'plate of the meet. any profit to themselves-or to :iiciety.•the educational pro- in knowing that you were for the where we go. we hear fine- things ties are being planned for Christ- War Plants. Corporation, Koenig In Training Under The
Bill" ing was changed to Wednesday at
Building, Evans% Ole. Ind
Mrs. Woods.
A disabled veteran in receipt 3 p.m. in the Chtistian Church
grams must be adapted to their needs and interests. Well cause as It stood and reported it about him and
mas week for high school students
.• • • • ,s
of pension benefits may receive basement.
thus, hot construing it to include:
of the both the City School and the
planned .school and work programs.
Ficielia Austin, Scribe
it
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every atchallenge and interest youth calls for thoughtful planning.
TROOP. NO.
vided tie combined totals do not
l
of others are thankful for Mrs Woods opened their home Sat- tention and leave nothing undone.
greater expenditures. bettet--prenared, teachers and ade- lot
The -Girl Scouts of Murray have
exceed $92.00 per months for
people like you who are motivated-' urday afternoon after the game to The women have been liberal in
quate equipment.
veteran without dependents and started meeting again for the fall.
by a• sense toof justice and- sincerity. the alumni and the faculty with a renting the club house to the stu•:
S
B.iis
l purroci
sl
rid
eses_
ExtebaL
c-Seidi. $103.50 per month for 'if veteran Troop No. I Met Thursday with
in you; desire to serve Ihisssecoune pretty 'reception How they did it (lents for their parties, but feel that ByTh
with deRendents. Th., only time Mrs.' James Dorman. There were
tn such a beautiful way is beyond they would love to
try of ours 'during limes, when
honor them by Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board
the-se amounts may Ise exceeded 14 present.
209 Walton Building
needs you most with a .devotion to me, for they have been in the home entertaining with something unWe have two patrols. One is
is for a disaisisalw-veterne eligible
just one week-. - -Even though the usual. ,
Lexington. 9, Ky.
•
The are 12.000,2100 people in the -United States who duty.
for benefits under the Public Law "The Purple yielets" and the other
1 wish to thank you and the rain poured, the tro.wd poured into
Mrs_ A. F. Doran suggested that
will be hap-nextyear because they will no longer have
Training-On-The-Job Under
No 16, 78th' Congress, (Voca- is "The Red Cardinals", We electLedger
Times egam for what the reception for the two- hours- the Girl Scouts
-be given a party in
• The •%. I. Bill"
-Patrol teadebe-ror "these'groups-.
to pay-federal income taxes. Yet, in a sense, there is cause y-'u are-And
tional Rehabilitating,: to be-fe:
doing for the service rnen, 4:30 to 6:30.
March.'the day of the Scouts'
the :Purple Visi/eta,". -Betty.
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. fun Carol' Cotham was elected: Eetha
'thing to their benefit.
Winter must be heee. Dad always
been stationed at Scott Field for
tention: too
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, include all public or private ele- amount of his pension and subsist- Lyons
Vice-Patrol leader;. Kay
Before concluding.that ithiz; is a ridiculous position for 4.hct past 19 months. es a clerk typ- told .me that wild geese flying Jr . presented the request
for money mentary. secondary: and other
ence allowance regardless of their WratTlIfi Ty7" secretary, and Peggy
anyone to take let us develop the point': 'TO do--$O, think a iat and whether my part was large. south was an indicatIon that cold for_ tho.Flornernekers who are _finfurniahing education_ for combined-totals while in tessiesing
triosorer
bout ViCtJty.- weather was (erne behinds In his ancing a
moment of the procedure that is followed in the correction or finfl in bringingTh
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done
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my work with a dequick in the
of bodily. airrnents
The person
court house. The Club voted testes. scientific institutions, colwho is sick tikes medicine.
.
.
At no time is the veteran's pen- Patrol leader: _Nancy Wear, secand $50.00 to
and have given my to •Itear any call of nature.
eVenThough it is distasteful. Operations are performed on 51re
this project . . The club leges, local sch.aols, junior colleges,
particularly
sion award adjusted. Only on the retary and treasurer; and Letha
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o whatever capacity. placed.
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normal
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through the dark and rainy night
they are paying taxes on their inromes to the United States
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to In every occupation there is a
government.is a step backward 'from the education of all ber of ysur race continues to see ... With each group that went over the members of the 'Club whoand
have wage or SlIbry which. repreSents
Americans to acceptance of their proper roles as citizens. the good/ and work toward that their was e distinct leader call .
end. I shall be your friend - and followed by the ahort quacking an' taken a stand for this wise contri- the minimum entrance wage of a
—Paducah Sun-Democrat.
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gs high, this fall and winter of our military duties, that you will coa- noon. There were 50 flying in the withhold the person's
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A That came from a person
in% your educational career.
V-shaped group. If 50 were in each
who
great content. The turkey hangs high too and so do
group that went over Friday ,night. newcomer told rise recently that knows .
. He is right. We do
the roasts and the steaks. Was there a war. just a little
approximately 1100 wild geese went Murray had the finest people, has need to do something about the unwhile afr.'.' Did. men suffer and die in Italy, France .and
culture,
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south in two hours that night.
sightly walks on the square . ,
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of a remote al.(' terrible -dream. a nightmare. of unreality. turned it quarter way round, had 'Ts-iTthe yard at my home. It is to be
system in every hione inside the
It is a fact , . . city limits . . Now that
For there will be plenty of everything, or nearly so, now three rr.ert belpera three days, a friendship walk in my back yard that is critical .
the war
have
been conscious of it
. I is over, materials wilt be coenieg
that Tharksgiviag is next. Thursday -and Christmas itself hewer heard a -curse word It can Already plants from friendi have
give
it
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you just as it was given in, and the eittearouncil might be
be done. even with non-profee. found beds in this design Margaret
is eery near.
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wiae Icc Make ready to le:, a - lot of
contributed some of her to
"Give us•this day our daily bread
'• All of us have The geod.roeds amendment pats- I lovely has
There are a lot of bumpy side- it in extending the sewage pipes
violets, and I have tris'whisia-red and mumbled. this age-old prayer. It is %alit! ed
bad places . ., that to all sections of town, and rethe bus companies were planted some of Mrs. Morris' pen- walks here .
jtllLJnJ)etrcu&niLbuluth.in Staitle- in Mum.,%!._ _and. for- 14, 44.144•• the-truels peopte,
i-istes•bri the plot. The-flower bed will ere unsightly . .s. A let of out of quiring every property navner to
Spokane.' But it means nothing at all in AntWerp. in Paris PeePle, the farmers. the traveling be a border to the stepping-stone date signs in front of business tie on.
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or in Marseilles. It means nothing in Athens. For there %an-sm.-so and most all auto 'users 'walk that was tbere and loads to
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freedom are hungry and cold. They Are badly clothed. better roads
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9:30 a.m.-Sunday School. Odell
Hawes, superintendent.
10:45 a.m..-Morning worship
7:30 p.m.--Evening worship
7:00 p.m.-Group Meetings
1
Tuesday
2.00 p.m.—W M.S. at the Church
Wednesday
7.30 p m—Mici-Week Prayer Service and Bible Study
II:00 p.m.._Teachers and Officers
,
Meeting

mask

aH
fatly

•

FIRST PRESBVTERIAN CHURCH
Samuel C. McKee, Paster
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:00 a.m. MISS Ella Weihing's
Bible Class for College Students
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Sermon by the pastor
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
Wednesday. 800 pm. Mid-Week
,
Prayer Meeting
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Baron Rieherson. Paster
•

Ole

•

Preaching every Sunday morning at 1100 o'clock and on Sun.
day night at 7:30 o'clockRobert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10:00 o'clock.
•
every surmay night at
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and
preaching following B
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night al 7:00 o'clock.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
1:30 p m. after .the first and third
Sunday each month.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
.
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
•
4

11•-•

Sunday school, 10:00 a.m., Jas.
H. Foster, superintendent.
Preaching by the pastor: Second and fourth Sunday at 11:00
a.m.
Preaching and business meeting
Saturday before second Sundays at
2:00 p.m.
You and you? friends are always
welcome. Come and bring them.
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
First Sunday-Kirksey 11 a.m.:
Cole's Camp Giiipti 3 p.m.; Mt.
•
Hebron 7 pm.
Seond Sunday - Coldwater 11
an.; Mt. Carmel 7 p.m.
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
a.m.; Kirksey 7 p.m.
• Fourth Suoday-Mt., Carmel 11
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.;
Coldwater 7 - p.m.
There is Church School at each
of these churahes at 10 a.m. every
is apSunday. Your attendance
• •
preciated. '

•

VITAL VICTORY FACTS about the great

MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Harold Watson, Minister
Bible School at 9:45 A.m.
Worship with communion at
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Subjects
for Sunday: "Spiritual Paralysis,"
and -The Spirit of Christianity."
Monday: Devotional in 113e College Library building at 7:00 pm.
Wednesday: Song practice and
music study at 6:30; prayer meeting at 7:00 with classes for all
ages.
You are invited to all services.

Victory Loan and how important it is to you and the business
of your farm to buy EXTRA bonds in this final Loan!

HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
A. G. Childers. Paster

9:43 am. Sunday School
South Pleasant grove
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m.
6.30 p.m. Methodist Youth Fel- James E. Underwood, superintendlowship
ent.
.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.
7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Prayer first and third Sundays.
Meeting
Hazel Church
8:30 p.m. Sunday, College Vesper, Sunday School at 10 am. Hub
Sunday school classes for all Erwin, superintendent.
ages devoted to the study of theWorship Service at 11:00 a.m.
Bible. Do nut SEND your children second Sunday and at 8:00 pm.
to Sunday school. BRING them.
second and 'fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 7:00 p.m
Masons Chapel
FIRST ettaisimst CHURCH
_Sunday School ,it 10:00 a.m.
Robert E. Jarman. Minister
first, third and fourth Sundays
9:45 A M. Church School, W. Z. and at 2:00 p.m. second Sunday.
9145 AM. Chuch School, C. E. Willie Craip, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a m
Broach. Supt. Classes for
all age groups. Caine fourth Sunday and 3,00 'p.m. sec- and bring every member ond Sunday.
of the family.
SINKING " SPRING BAPTIST
10:55, A.M. Morning Worship SerCHURCH
vices, sermon by the M M.-Hampton, pastor. —
minister - with special
music uncle-the- &Mellon of Mt, Merle Kesler. 10110 afh. Sunday School. Sylves6-30 P.M. Christian Youth Fellowter Paschall, superintendent.
ship under the adult 11:00 am. Preaching Service
supervision of Mrs. _John 840 p.m. 13.T.U. L. D. Warren.
Reaves, our student didirector:
rector.
9:00 p.m. Preaching Service
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship SerEveryone cordially invited to
vices with a message by attend all services.
the minister.
7:30 P. M. Wednesday Evening
St. Lee1 Emmons Church
Fellowship and Study
North Twelfth Street
hour.
You are cordially invited to avail
Services are held each Sunday
yourselves to all the ministries of •ss follows:
You will find a
our church.
First, third, and fifth Sundays
friendly welcome among our Chrisit 10 o'clock; second and fourth
tian peoples.
Sundays at I o'clock.
•
,11111310KIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. A. West' Pastor

that

PAGE TITRES

riwsi

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Braxton B. S'iwyer, Pastor
-Miss Pollie Small, Church Sec.
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Secretary, Phone '75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Superintendent
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
Morning
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning worship
10:4„5 a.m.
Evening
Training Union
6:15 p.m.
Evening worship
7:30 p.m.
Prayer meeting, Wed.
7:30 p.m.

baselurch
)er 7,
Dyer-
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MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Higgs, Pastor
--- —
First Sunday—Goshen 11 am.;
. Lynn Grove 3 pm.
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 am ; New Hope 3 p.m.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Goshen 3 p.m
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
9.45 am.; New Hope 11 00 am.;
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Fifth Sunday - 9u1pher Springs
11 a.m.
HAZEL itAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Sunday. Sunday School Superintendent, Paul Dailey.
Morning Worship at 11 am. on
second_ and fourth Sundays each
month.
Evening Service at 7:45 on second and fourth Sundays.
Training Unions each Sunday at
8:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
W.M.U., G.A., H.A. meets on
Wednesday following second end
fourth Stmoitty&

Seven times during the war you've been asked
to buy extra bonds to help win Victory. Our
fighting men have finished their job ... let's
finish ours! Buy extra bonds now ...to help
make Victory secure!

Held byiliona of Americans, bonds will
provide a reserve of buying power to assure
jobi•
lint
.• for -veterans,for other workers. This
reserve will help maintain ikosperity tor you
and your community.

Victory Bonds will help pay the tremendous
cost of winning the war. They will help bring
our boys back home
/..will supply the finest
of medical care for our hundreds of thousands of wounded.

1

By buying bonds rather than scarce goods, we
help keep the lid on prices... keep our
pledge to fighting men to protect their dollars' buying power. We prevent inflation...
and its follow-up of depression.

They hold dollars in store to pay for our children's education .. right through college.
Victory Bonds purchased today, will provide
the wientific knowledge and training so necessary in the world of tomorrow.

Victory Bonds form a reserve for "rainy
days". They provide a backlog for needed
farm repairs and replacements ...for modern buildings, improved stock, better homes.

•

MAKE VICTORY SECURE...
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ALMO CIRCUIT
L. It. Putnam, Pastor
First Sunday-Temple Hill. Sunday School 1000 o'clock each Sunday, church services 11:08 and Independence 2:45.
Second Sunday- -Rushells Chapel.
Sunday School 2.30 pm. each Sunday; church services, 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunda";
church services 11 a.m.
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill
Church, services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
=Sunday School 11:00 each Sunday, and church services 2:45 p.m.
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
HURCH
North Pleasant Grove
('Iarerice Smith, Pastor
_
Sunday School, 10:00 a.m. Glyco
Wells, superintendent.
Morning worship service. 11:00.
Sermon by pastor, morning subject. "Every Man Stood in B.
Place."
Christian Endeavor, 8:30 p.m.
EVening worghtp, 7:13. Subject
-The Guest."
We weltome you; come let les
worship together.i •
Christian Endeavor social Saturday evening. Board meeting at the
close of the social. We urge every
one to be present.
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VICTORY
• LOAN
Victory "E" Bonds return $1. at maturity for
every $3. The safest investment in-the world,
after 60 days, they are immediately convertible into' cash if necessary.

Buy Victory Bonds to start your own annuity
retirement fund. Followed up with regular
purchases of U. S. Savings Bonds, Victory
Bonds will permit you to enjoy later years
in comfort.

BUY VICTORY BONDS!

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by•.the following reputable and progressive Murray businesses:
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beale & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Corn-Austin Company
Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company.,
J. H. Churchill Funerat Home
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
L. V..IIenson. Pastor
Preaching Ace each month, on
first and third Sundays, at 11:00
a.m.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10:00 a.m. I.. D. Miller, superintendent.

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop
Fri•zee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER,
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Consumers Coal and Ice Co.
Murray Lumber Compel/3r
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe p

Murray Hatchery
• National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
Parker's Garage
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stage.
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HE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sons of Mrs. Eurie H. Hill In Combat Overseas

THURSDAY,1TOVEMBER 15, 1945

Turnbow, Hazel, volunteered for I
the Navy in September. 1942. He '
trained at Great Lakes, Ill., and
was in the N.A.T.T.C. for two,
years .in Memphis, Tenn.
CoxBy Mrsc Sara Smotherman
swain Turnbow is aboard the U.S.S.
Elkhart casiarwhere in the Pereitie.
Mrs.
Ordest Key who last wcek
A graduate of Hazel high school,
a tonsil
operation,
Turnbow attended M.S.T.C.. and wield went
married the fOrIlleE MIN:
, Mildred spent a few days with her sister.
Snnpson.
Mrs. Bob Orr, and family of MidI
way before returning to the home
i of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Emmet
Erwin.
1
I Miss Ethet Nay Paschall. Russelledle. was a week-end visitor
at the bedside of her sister Mrs
Autry McReynolds who was an
operative patient at the Clinic.
She returned to her home Monday.
Miss Julia Gunter, after a fewwe•eks
visit with her
brother,
'Vey Gunter. has returned home.
Perry Boyd Brandun. who lately received his discharge after
serving about three years for
Uncle Sam. recently visited his
parents • Mr. and Mrs. Robert
SOT.' COLLIE
HILL. 30. was
rigt. James C. Hill. 24: son of
• drafted
March
11. 1942. After Mrs Rune Hill. was drafted
Brandon. lie is working at Oak
of Mrs. Eurie Hill. Route 1. Farm
PFC. WILLIAM RALPH EVANS.
training at Ft Francis E. Warren.
He received his trainRidge. Tenn. His • sisters. Miss 25. son of Mr and Mrs. W. a
Wye., Oklahoma City., Okla.. and ing at*Miarni. Fla . and Manches- ington. was drafted March 16
Evans, Route 6 Murray volunHe is in the let Army winaatherine
Brandon
of
'trek
Ridge
Charleston. S C ..he went to India ter. N H., and went overseas in -1943
I. sc'r
a tank battalion
teered for the army April 4, 1941.
and received
•
DmEP._%H..call,a1.1-L,I.:
-wtth the 20th Bomber Command.. Januar • of 1945. Hts wife Mrs.:
aid Miss Genelle Brandon who is After receiving
trill T
n.:
(
a
l.'e
ta
.
training at Camp
He is 1h- kon
UsUrClasa. 14-VV'S 04 Route- I.-F
'aarbtrig--Trr'ArkariSas.
Were
Shelby.
recent
Iran
104:4 an -re Miss„ and Camp Liaings-of Route 1. Farmington. and has
gtan.
ed
to
ton,
the
La.,
States
he
in
July.
went
1945.
ea_
overseas in De.isitors
with
their
parents.
one son Dan Edwin •
was sent to Camp Campbell. Ky
cember. 1943. Pfc. Evans is in the
This is conference week at Union South
Willie overseas, he a was in GerPacific and has the PhilipTaylor Wins Louisville
Coy ahd • we are expecting our pine Liberation ribbon, 'Combat
many and received tthe E.T.O. ribJames Roosevelts Have Son Mayor's Race
LT. JAMES 1W. OVERCAST, good pastor, Bro. A. J. Childers. Infantry Badge, and Asiatic-Pacifrots and two battle stars.
nephew of. Miss Eva Perry, Hazel,
ic ribbon with four stars. His wife
Los Angeles. Nov. 9-Mrs. James
Tabulators. who had been countvolunteered for the Marines in Oc- and wife, who has served Hazel is the former Miss Mamie Rowland,
Rooaevela daughter-in-law of the ing votes part of each day
since --1 tober, 1042. After training at Partg charge three years to be returned. and a brother, Brent' Evans, is in
• late President. gave birth I Island, N. C., he was commissioned
aft
Tesee.day night. announced SatMr. and Mrs. Frank Bradley of service.
.
, 2nd Li. Lt. Overcast went over- Memphis came in Friday
6-pound. 12-ounce son today. ;
She urday
i
that Democrat E. Leland
for a few
.Aortl._.1945.
some
for
and
_
in
agette
ia ihe-eralfaaeof
Jateres- Adageocatiad been elected mayor of
• time was in Hawaii. Lt. Overcaitt daas.- vlail- With - relatives -fficiuding
velt of the Marine Corps. The Lciuisville over Republican Roy W.•
graduated from Hazel High School Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin and sisbaby
be named James -and M.S.T C.
Fasles he a tnargir..if 205 votes
tees, Miss Julia Gunter and niece,
Mrs. Ellis Paschall and family.
Houston Webb of Paris. Tenn.,
died Suddenly this week of a
heart attack. }le is a native - of
this vicinity and, his wife, the
former Miss Audy West, vais alio
from this neighborhood. Funeral
Murray -Tobacco Market will handle Air Cured.
and 'burial services are not corn-,
with as gooda corps of buyers as any market. The
plete pending.the arrival of a son
Murray Dark Fired Market has always been ahead
whb is stationed in California. Two
of the district. Bring your tobacco to the Murray
other sorts are
overseas..
e
Market.
• .

I

S. Pleasant Grove

Evans Brothers Serve In U.S. Infantry

Jan.

21. 1943.

PFC. BRENT EVANS, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Evans, was
drafted from this county March
24, 1943.
While training in the
Infantry at Camp Palk. La., he waa
assigned to the 83rd Division. 331st
Infantry. Pfc. Evans went everseas in May,' 1944: and lanlied at
Normandy. He has the E.T.O. ribbon with five stars, and has a
brother. William R. Evans, in the
Pacific.

Sons of Mrs. Frank Futrell In Service

MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET . . . .

Let's urge the Farm Rureau to sponsor -a-rountywide organization under its management. to be
ready to help in -the legislation for rural roads to- .
pether with better surface for main" roads. Callowar must have better roads.
Morray Chamber of -Commerce is calling attention to many needed things'for Murray -certainly
building inspection for fire prevention, also badly
needed street planning, another entrance from the
East to relieve congestion at the railroad crossing,
,ilso many short street extensions that will relieve
traffic tnd make available many nice building lots.
Smoke nuisance uptown, that causes much disomfort and damage to the Ciinic Hospital; it i,
.ze unrimsonable_ to tolerate, certainly something
an be, done about it: it is bad in, summer as weL
as winter. Fuil Co-operation with officials of the
Tappan Stove Company- in all matters'concerning
abor and ordinance regulations.
Come in every time you are-in town to see

at ia'

we has e t•• s‘ • ar.

T. 0. TURNER

DISTRESS

.i,Hazel to Meet - Lynn
Grove November
30
._.
rtueow, FILM.
Mr

• THOMAS R,

1-e, son of
and Mrs. 0 B.
Turnbow of Hazel. volunteered for
• the Navy in AtletkAt. 1942 He received sp•cial training at Norfolk.
. Va. and Quantico. Va , before
. being assigneek-to • ship on January. 1945 Ati one time. Ph M. 1-c
Turnbow was. crn duty on a hos• pital_ship in Tokyo Bay. A graduate of Hazel high school and the
!University -of Tennessee, Turnbow
is marred to the former Miss Ruth
Dyen. •

MM 3-e JAMES E. Nit-DANIEL.
24. son of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. McDaniel. Route 3, Murray, was
drafted into the Navy May. 1944.
In February. 1945. he went overseas after training at Camp Perry,
Va.. Norfolk, Va , and Newport, R.
L MM McDaniel is stationed with
the 3rd Fleet on the USS CHICAGO near Tokyo His wife, the fortrier Miss Maurene Hoyer. and son.
James Michael. are living in Loa
Anleles-. Calif

To 'clear up conflicting statements whichieh have become widespread over the county, Coaches
Buren Jeffrey. Lynn Grove. and.
Uford Hurt. Hazel. announce that
the , basketball game between the
two schoOls will be played at Lynn
Pre.
H. FUTRELL, age
Grove on Friday. November 30, 24. son LLOYD
. Route 3., of Mrs. Frank Futrell,
instead of November 23.
war drafted Oct. 14, 1942
He trained in Oregon, and CaliLynn Grove Sebeilnle
before going overseas SepThe corrected schedule for the fornia,
tember 4, 1943. Serving in EngLynn Grove Wildcats as released land, Germany. Czechoslavakia.
Tuesday by Coach Buron Jeffrey and Austria. Pfc Futrell wears the
E T.O. ribbon with
four battle
is as follows:
stars.
His brother, Pvt William
Nov. '2. Lynn Grove at Faxon
V Futrell, has returned home from
the European Theater.
Nov. 9. Concord at Lynn Grove
Nov 16. Hardin at Lynn Grove
Fifty pet cant of Kentucky farm
Nov 20, Farmihgton at Lynn Grove
land needs soil improvement
Nov. 30. Hazel at Lynn Grove
Dec 7. Alm° at Lynn Grove
Dec. 10. Lynn Grove at Murray
High
Dec 12. Lynn Grove at Sedalia
Dec. 14. Kirksey at Lynn Grove
Dec 18. Lynn Grove at Concord
Jan. 4. Faxon at Lynn Grove
Jan. 5. Lynn Grove, at Training
School
Jan, 11. Lynn Grove at Hardin '.
Jan. 18. Lynn Grove at Karksey
Jan. N. Murray High at Lynn
Greve
.
Feb I. Lynn Grove at Ahno
Feb. 6. Sedalia at Lynn Grove
Feb 8, Lynn Grove at Farmington
Feb. 15. Lynn Grove at Hazel
Feb. 26. Training School at Lynn
Grove

o.

there's no time
for financial worries, too!
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START AT THE ROOF!

Travel By Bus!

If it's a Cold-Trap Insulate to
Make Your House WINTER PROOF

PUT WHAT YOU SAVE IN THE BANK

Cold seep in through your roof, chilling
the whole house? Heat seep out of those
same cracks? Keep cold out-heat in,
with insulation easily and quickly applied.
Only please get your order in at onceso we can do the job before cold weather.
There's a long waiting list, these days of
manpower and materials shortage ...

Why throw money away on expensive transportation
osts . . . when that money can add to your savings?
fravel the inexpensive way ,•. travel by bus. You'll arrive refreshed and rested . . . you'll be able to put what
you have in the bank.
• Most Saving

-HOSPITAL

SERVICE

ASSOCIATION

LOUISVIL..E 7 KENTUCKY

1

Depot Street

• Real

Safety

Western Kentucky Stages

r)r porate(l

Phone 262
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Are you one of the 700.0013.•
workers past 65 years who c:IiVet
i
Social Security retirement
as soon as they quit working?
,
'Yes, there are- more than 700.000 •
men and W0111,11
85 who have
qualified for
-Age and Survivors Insura e benefits and have
continued
wurk in support of
the wa effort.
If your are IrloW 65 or more get in
touch with your local Social Security board offhe immediately:
I.When you quit work.
' 2. When you are unable to work
for some time, because of .illness
or any other reason. ,You may
be en-titled to. benefits during the
time you are not actually working)
3. When you take a jpb not, covPVT. WILLIAM VERNON FUTRELL. 22, son of Mrs Frank Fu- ered by Social Security or become
trell, Route 3. was drafted Janu- self-employed.
ary 28, 1943. He trained at Miami
4. When. your wages do down.
Beach. Fla. then went overseas in ilt may
to your advantage to
February. 1945
Attached to the
1st Army. 79th Division. he serv- "freeze" your social security beneed in France and Germany. Pvt. fit on the basis. of your previous
Futrell wears the E T.O. ribbon wage record.)
with battle stars for major battles.
Yottr• local Soci'al Security board
His wife, the former Miss Johnie
Mabel Donelson. and daughter. office is in the Post Office BuildShirley Ann, reside on Route 3. ing. Paducah, Ky. Office Hours:
Murray. Private Futrell had one
brother, Pfc. Lloyd H. Futrell, 830 a m. to 5:00 p.m, Monday
through Friday.
serving in Austria.

WEARERS OF THIS EMBLEM . . .
IT'S GOOD TO HAVE YOU

when SICKNESS sitikes•
•4'.

Are You Past
65 Years?

"
911EALTII

(aissaain Robert I.e.' Tambov%
4 Mr. and - Mrs. 0 ii

•

•

YOUR

Kill Drummond is dead' ‘nn
ht. %De and their tau ,holdr•n
•ere at his bedside -- grief.
•tricken and distressed hs their
/till a as a fine sounj fel- loss a ho had been a
husband and father and •ho had
prw‘ided aril for his famils •hi.' he a ac alive.- But Rill
hadd t been W11••IE titagoach
lie
neithia‘ed-t•-care for his family
ANT 1E% ENTU ALIT1' He
didn t carry life insurance • lie
sure that YOU provildr for 'our'
family!

1,07••••,_

Yell loaders elected last week
are Betty Jewel Lyles, Oina Hudspeth arid Jo Wilkerson. We are
to play our first basketball game
of the year with Hazel here Friday night.
The Horn: Ec Club is sponsoring a "Dale Party" next Tuesday
night. November 20.
The Mothers Club met Wednesday and donated $5.00 to be used
in furnishing the Ladies Rest
Enem, -which Ia being built at the
Court House, The Mothers Club
sponsored a Halloween party in
whe...h they made. 8127,00.
Mrs. Flora. htli,'S Roberts, and
Miss McCall 'n are sportsoring a
prograrn,to be given Thanksgiving.
Third Month Honor Roll
The henor roll for the third
month is as follows:
Ruby Hester, Linda Sue Marshall. Mary Helen Robinson, Brenda Mae Young', Gene Bogard. Ellwy-tin Doss Hook Inreala. Dale McCage. James McCallum
Gerald
Tucker. Jerry Dan Tucker.
The first grade has Iliad,. Thanksgiving decorations fen- our room.
give a
planning to
We are
Christmas program.
The fifth and sixth grades are
practicing on a musical prograni
for the last Wetik- -in-November.

PROTE
CT
AfpAwE

AND LATER
TOO!
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OKINA WA- 'Delayed.)- Marion
N. Tolbert. machinist's mate, third
class. Route 2, Benton. Ky.. played
an important part in the final drive
that helped bring Japan to her
knees
%tale serving
with the
135th U S Naval Construction
Battalion on Okinawa.
The outfit, one of ttie Seabee
units responsible for the rapid
development of this Ryukyus island
into a formidable base, still was at
its task here when the news of
the Jan surrender reached it.
The 135th drew the assignment
af constructing the principal Naval
operating' base at Buckner Bay,
R. TURNROW. IS. son near Yonabaru. scene Of one
of
'Mr and Mrs 0 B TUENDOW,
.tel. was drafted in June. 1944, Okinawa's b1oodies4 battles. a
aned with an infantry radar diNinety per cent of Kentucky
-ion at Ft -McClellan, Ala. A
Want Ads cover and discover- a farm
homes have inconvenient
.duate of Hazel high achoel. het
sources Of watt,
- two brothers. Ph M. 1-c Thom- multitude of needs
P
Turnbew and Coxswain
bert Lee Turnbow. in the sere.

NOW

R. H.
THURMAN
New York Life
Insurance
. Company

Kirksey High School
News
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